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Chapter 1
Guide to the Basics of Homeowner’s Insurance

The History of Insurance

History of insurance refers to the development of a modern laws and market in insurance against risks. Early methods of transferring or distributing risk were practiced by Chinese and Babylonian traders as long ago as the 3rd and 2nd millennia BC, respectively. Chinese merchants traveling treacherous river rapids would redistribute their wares across many vessels to limit the loss due to any single vessel’s capsizing. In 2100 BC, traders in Babylonia assumed the risks of the caravan trade through loans that were repaid after the goods had arrived safely.

The growth of towns and trade in Europe brought a need to protect members of guilds from loss by fire or shipwreck. By the middle of the 14th century marine insurance was practically universal among the maritime nations of Europe. In London, Lloyd’s Coffee House was a place where merchants, ship owners, and underwriters met to transact business. By the end of the 18th century Lloyd’s had progressed into one of the first modern insurance companies. Edmond Halley constructed the first mortality table in 1693.

With the growth of British commerce insurance developed rapidly in the 18th century. Prior to the formation of corporations devoted solely to the business of writing insurance, policies were signed by a number of individuals, each of whom wrote his name and the amount of risk he was assuming underneath the insurance proposal - hence the term underwriter.

Things changed dramatically in the 17th century. In 1666 the Great Fire of London finally and forcibly demonstrated the need for fire insurance. The primitive fire-fighting methods of the day were virtually helpless against the hungry flames that roared unchecked through narrow streets reducing timbered dwellings to ashes.

The New York Fire of 1835 called attention to the need for adequate reserves to meet unexpectedly large losses. The great fire of Chicago in 1871 showed the costly nature of fires in structurally dense cities. Reinsurance, where losses are distributed among many companies, was devised to meet such situations and is
now common in other lines of insurance. There are two types of economies in human societies:

- money economies (with markets, money, financial instruments and so on);
- non-money or natural economies.

Insurance protection as we know it today can be traced to the aftermath of that tragedy and a man called Nicholas Barbon. Profoundly shaken by the Great Fire, Barbon promptly opened an office "to insure buildings." This venture was apparently successful, because in 1680 he founded a partnership and established England's first fire insurance company, The Fire Office, to insure brick and frame houses.

**Defining Homeowners Insurance**

Homeowners insurance provides coverage in the event of damage to property, as well as liability for injuries and damage caused to other people. Homeowners insurance provides financial protection against disasters. A standard policy insures the home itself and the things kept in it. A 2006 Insurance Research Council poll found that 96% of homeowners had homeowners insurance while 43% of renters had renters insurance.

**Basic Aspects of Homeowner's Insurance**

Homeowners insurance is a package policy. This means that it covers both damage to one’s property and his or her liability or legal responsibility for any injuries and property damage the homeowner or any member of the family cause to other people. This includes damage caused by household pets.

Damage caused by most disasters is covered with exceptions. The most significant exception is damage caused by floods, earthquakes or poor maintenance. The homeowner must buy two separate policies for flood and earthquake coverage. Maintenance-related problems are the homeowners' responsibility under any circumstance.

The terms of standard home insurance policies have been defined by the Insurance Services Office (ISO), so standard coverage is not going to vary from company to company, although rates will. Homeowner's policies can also provide limited property coverage for incidental occupancy, which is the use of the residential premises for purposes not residential. Each homeowner's policy
provides a combination of property and liability coverage and covers loss of use resulting from damage.

**Owning a Home Without Insurance**
Unlike driving a car, an individual can legally own a home without homeowners insurance. However, unless he or she paid cash for the home, the lender will most likely require the homeowner to purchase homeowners insurance coverage. Lenders must protect their investment in the case the home burns down or is badly damaged by a storm, tornado or other disaster.

*If the homeowner lives in an area that is likely to flood, the mortgage lender will also require the homeowner to purchase flood insurance.* Some financial institutions in earthquake prone areas may also require earthquake coverage. If an individual purchases a co-op or condominium, the board will probably require him or her to buy homeowners insurance.

After the homeowner owns the home free and clear, no one will force the purchase of homeowners insurance. But it is not advisable to cancel an existing policy and risk losing what has already been invested in the home.

**Disasters Not Covered**
The threat of natural disasters such as earthquakes, hurricanes, floods, tornadoes, hail, mudslides and wildfires is a reality of life for many Americans. These anomalies cannot usually be avoided, but their effects on property and life can be minimized. No matter how prepared an individual is, sometimes things go wrong. Having the right insurance during these times is critical. Regardless of one’s situation, it is important to find the best homeowner's insurance policy.

**Floods**
Flood coverage can be purchased directly from a homeowner’s insurance agent. However, the policy ultimately is provided by the Federal Flood Insurance Program. The homeowner can get replacement cost coverage for the structure of the home, but only actual cash value coverage is available for his or her possessions. There may also be limits on coverage for furniture and other possessions stored in the basement.

Flood insurance is available for renters as well as homeowners particularly when living in a designated flood zone. But it is also wise to consider buying it if one’s house could be flooded by melting snow, an overflowing creek or water running
down a steep hill. **There is also a 30-day waiting period before coverage takes effect.**

**Earthquakes**
Earthquake coverage must be a separate policy or an endorsement to an existing homeowner’s policy available from most insurance companies. In earthquake prone states like California, the policy comes with a high deductible from the California Earthquake Authority.

**Maintenance Damage**
It is the homeowner’s responsibility to take reasonable precautions to protect a home from damage. An insurance policy will not cover damage due to lack of maintenance, mold, termite infestation and infestation from other pests.

**The Basics of Insurance Losses**
In 2006, about 5% of insured homes had a claim, according to ISO. About 94% of those claims were for property damage, including theft. Changes in the percentage of each type of homeowner's loss from one year to another are partially influenced by large fluctuations in the number and severity of weather-related events such as hurricanes and winter storms. There are two ways of looking at losses:

- by the average number of claims filed per 100 policies (frequency) and
- by the average amount paid for each claim (severity).

The loss category “water damage and freezing” includes damage caused by mold. Every state except Arkansas, New York, North Carolina and Virginia has adopted an ISO mold limitation for homeowner's insurance coverage, which allows insurers to exclude the coverage unless the condition results from a covered peril.

Incurred homeowners losses decreased by 32.1% from $41.8 billion in 2005 to $28.4 billion in 2006, on a direct basis before reinsurance, according to the National Association of Insurance Commissioners.

**The Basics of Insurance Needed**
The type of policy one needs, depends upon the homeowner’s personal situation. Generally, a home should be insured for 100% of its value (including its contents) with a replacement cost policy. The extent of coverage provided on various
homeowner’s policies depends on the loss settlement clause. This clause identifies property that will be valued at actual cash value, and property that will be valued at replacement cost. If the homeowner is insured for actual cash value, one will pay less for the policy, but may not receive enough money to replace the damaged property. Instead, the homeowner will receive the amount the property is worth at the time of the loss - its cost minus depreciation for age and normal wear and tear. A homeowner needs enough insurance to cover the following items:

- The structure of the home;
- Personal possessions;
- The cost of additional living expenses if the home is damaged beyond livability;
- Homeowner’s liability to others.

The first step in determining how much insurance that is needed is to make an analysis of the value of a home without the value of the land and personal property within it. In determining the value of the home, one must calculate how much it will cost to replace it if the home were totally destroyed. Chapter 2 will address the issues of determining the value of the house.

**Considering the Structure**

Once a homeowner has determined the approximate worth of his or her home and its contents, in most cases, the homeowner’s insurance coverage will be on the home’s replacement cost. The homeowner needs enough insurance to cover the cost of rebuilding a home at current construction costs. The cost of rebuilding could be more or less than the price you paid or could sell it for today. Generally, if one purchases coverage on a replacement cost basis and insures a home for at least 80% of its replacement cost, the insurance will automatically be issued on a replacement cost basis.

Some banks require the homeowner to buy homeowners insurance to cover the amount of the mortgage. If the limit of the insurance policy is based on a mortgage, it is important to make sure it is enough to cover the cost of rebuilding. For a quick estimate of the amount of insurance needed, multiply the total square footage of the home by local building costs per square foot.

**Considering Building Codes**

Building codes are updated periodically and may have changed significantly since a home was built. If the home is badly damaged, one may be required to rebuild a home to meet new building codes. Generally, homeowner’s insurance
policies (even a guaranteed replacement cost policy) will not pay for the extra expense of rebuilding to code. Many insurance companies offer an Ordinance or Law endorsement that pays a specified amount toward these costs.

**The Basics of Insuring Personal Property**

A homeowner needs the proper level of protection which includes special provisions for valuables such as jewelry, computer equipment and other possessions. *Most homeowner’s insurance policies provide coverage for one’s personal possessions for approximately 50% to 70% of the amount of insurance* he or she has on the structure or “dwelling” of a home. The limits of the policy typically appear on the *Declarations Page* under *Section I, Coverages, A. Dwelling*.

To determine if this is enough coverage, the homeowner will need to conduct a home inventory. This is a detailed list of everything he or she owns and information related to the cost to replace these items if they were stolen or destroyed by a disaster such as a fire.

**The Basics of Home Inventory**

A home inventory is a detailed list of the personal property located in a home. The homeowner should also include property that one has stored elsewhere, perhaps in a storage area or a garage on the premises. An inventory is especially important for insurance purposes. When the homeowner makes an insurance claim for damaged, lost, or stolen property, the renters policy will require an individual to show the quantity, description, actual cash value (i.e., depreciated value), and amount of loss associated with each item. The insurance company will also ask for copies of bills, receipts, or other documentation to support the figures.

It is important to include the following information for each item:

- Current value;
- Description of where (or how) the item was obtained;
- Date of purchase or age of item;
- Item description (and quantity);
- Manufacturer or brand name;
- Model number or serial number;
- Photocopies of any appraisals;
- Receipt or other proof of purchase, showing cost;
- Replacement cost.
Keeping an up to date home inventory will ensure that the homeowner’s insurance will cover all of one’s belongings should there be a loss. No one can completely list everything they own off the top of their heads – however a home inventory can. It’s best to also have a copy of receipts and purchase information of your items as well.

A list should include furniture, jewelry, artwork, antiques, appliances, kitchen contents, clothes, carpets, drapes, computer equipment, television sets, CD players (and other audio or audiovisual equipment), musical instruments, clocks, mirrors, linens, lawn mowers, snow equipment, tools, sports equipment, and any other item of value.

A quicker way to catalogue items is to videotape the contents of a home. Although a video is less comprehensive than individual pictures, it will still provide visual proof of what one has (or had). Video also allows the homeowner to narrate. Along the way, zoom in on details and open all doors and drawers so you don’t miss anything.

It is important also to save receipts for any big-ticket items (things like electronics or furniture where prices can vary and for proof that the item was good quality). This information can be stored in a folder along with insurance information, but it is also a good idea to scan them and keep digital copies as well.

Once a full inventory of the home’s contents is complete, it should be shared with the insurance agent to ensure that the current policy is adequate coverage. These pages must be stored along with receipts and photos in a safe place, such as a fireproof box or safety deposit box.
Chapter 2
Guide to the Value of a Home

Determining the Value of a Home

*Valuation is considered as one of the most critical areas in finance*; it plays a key role in many areas of finance such as buy/sell, solvency, merger and acquisition. Furthermore, intellectual property (IP) valuation is considered as one of the most important management strategic issues.

While the seller sets the asking price of a home, the marketplace ultimately will determine the selling price. There are two philosophies in marketing; charging what is reasonable for product based on the market and charging what the market will bear. Charging what the market will bear may not always be in the seller’s best interest. A home is competing with others like it for the attention of available buyers. Most buyers will buy the home that seems to represent the best value among those that meet their desires, expectations, and needs within their price range.

Types of Value

Real estate appraisal, property valuation or land valuation is the practice of developing an opinion of the value of real property, usually its Market Value.

*Appreciation Value*

*Appreciation Value is the increase in value of a property* over time due to inflation, supply and demand, capital improvements and other factors. The amount property increases in value due to market conditions. Most real estate investors purchase income property for cash flow and capital appreciation. Property values appreciate in value over time due to inflation. Inflation is caused by an increase in the amount of money in circulation. The value of money declines when the supply of money increases and the end result is increased retail prices.

If an individual sells appreciated property, the appreciation will generally be taxable gain; if he or she donates appreciated property, usually the fair market value of the property can be deducted, including appreciation.
Liquidation Value

Liquidation value is the likely price of an asset when it is allowed insufficient time to sell on the open market, thereby reducing its exposure to potential buyers. Liquidation value is typically lower than fair market value. Unlike cash or securities, certain illiquid assets, like real estate, often require a period of several months in order to obtain their fair market value in a sale, and will generally sell for a significantly lower price if a sale is forced to occur in a shorter time period. Liquidation value may be either the result of a forced liquidation or an orderly liquidation. Either value assumes that the sale is consummated by a seller who is compelled to sell and assumes an exposure period which is less than market normal.

Fair Value

Under GAAP, the fair value of an asset is the amount at which that asset could be bought or sold in a current transaction between willing parties, other than in a liquidation. On the other side of the balance sheet, the fair value of a liability is the amount at which that liability could be incurred or settled in a current transaction between willing parties, other than in a liquidation. Fair value, also called fair price, is a concept used in finance and economics, defined as a rational and unbiased estimate of the potential market price of a good, service, or asset, taking into account such factors as:

- relative scarcity
- perceived utility (economist's term for subjective value based on personal needs)
- risk characteristics
- replacement costs, or costs of close substitutes
- production/distribution costs, including a cost of capital

In accounting, fair value is used as an estimate of the market value of an asset (or liability) for which a market price cannot be determined (usually because there is no established market for the asset). Fair Value is a valuation, in accordance with standard methodology, that is reasonable to all parties involved in a transaction in light of all pre-existing conditions and circumstances. This is used for assets whose carrying value is based on mark-to-market valuations; for assets carried at historical cost, the fair value of the asset is not used.

Appraisal Value

The appraisal value is the value of a company based on a projection of future cash flows that its owners will receive from the company's assets as well as from its current and future operations. The appraisal value is often used to measure the financial performance of insurance companies. It is also a useful
tool in measuring the viability of new ventures. The appraisal value is commonly the sum of three components:

- Net Excess Assets;
- Value of In-force Business;
- Value of Future New Business.

Appraised values can also be made after a property sale. A low appraised value will affect a buyer’s ability to purchase a property. This is because the loan amount would seem too high with respect to the value. Unless the buyer can come up with the difference, the buyer will unlikely be able to qualify for the loan.

**Comparative Market Analysis (CMA) - Property Valuation**

A CMA is a snapshot of the recent home sale market activity around the home. These are usually prepared by a REALTOR in anticipation of listing a home for sale. Generally a CMA is comprised of property listing data gathered from the REALTOR MLS. A CMA is not an appraisal of value, but rather an analysis of what recent homes sale activity has taken place in the surrounding market. It may contain value adjustments or it may simply provide the data from the MLS. CMA's provide a suggested list price based on comparable sales (homes that are similar in style, square footage, number of rooms, bedrooms, age, construction and amenities to the subject property)

**Fair Market Value**

*Fair market value (FMV) is the price that property would sell for on the open market.* It is the price that would be agreed on between a willing buyer and a willing seller, with neither being required to act, and both having reasonable knowledge of the relevant facts. If an individual puts a restriction on the use of property, the FMV must reflect that restriction.

Determining the value of property would be a simple matter if one could rely only on fixed formulas, rules, or methods. Usually it is not that simple. Using such formulas, etc., seldom results in an acceptable determination of FMV. There is no single formula that always applies when determining the value of property.

This is not to say that a valuation is only guesswork. An individual must consider all the facts and circumstances connected with the property, such as its desirability, use, and scarcity.
Replacement Cost
Most policies cover replacement cost for damage to the structure. A replacement cost policy pays for the repair or replacement of damaged property with materials of similar kind and quality. There is no deduction for depreciation—the decrease in value due to age, wear and tear, and other factors. If one purchases a flood insurance policy, coverage for the structure is available on a replacement cost basis.

To insure an older home, it may not be possible to buy a replacement cost policy. Instead, one may have to buy a modified replacement cost policy which repairs or replaces features typical of older homes with similar materials. So the policy will pay for repairs using the standard building materials and construction techniques in use today.

Guaranteed or Extended Replacement Cost Coverage
After a major hurricane or a tornado, building materials and construction workers are often in great demand. This can push rebuilding costs above homeowner’s policy limits, leaving the homeowner without enough money to cover the bill. To protect against such a situation, an individual can buy a policy that pays more than the policy limits.

An extended replacement cost policy will pay an extra 20% or more above the limits, depending on the insurance company. A guaranteed replacement cost policy will pay whatever it costs to rebuild the home as it was before the fire or other disaster.

Assessing the Value of Property
Property assessments are typically conducted from one to three years, regardless of whether values have gone up or down. Instead, the goal is to determine fair market value and establish a basis for property tax bills. However, when a property is sold or refinanced then in some jurisdictions the value may be brought current to reflect the latest financing or sale changes, regardless of the most recent assessment.

In making and supporting the valuation of property, all factors affecting the value are relevant and must be considered. These include:

- The cost or selling price of the item;
- Sales of comparable properties;
- Replacement cost;
• Opinions of the expert.

Replacement cost new or reproduction cost minus used solely usually does not result in a determination of Fair Market Value. Instead, it generally tends to set the upper limit of value, particularly in periods of rising costs, because it is reasonable to assume that an informed buyer will not pay more for the real estate than it would cost to reproduce a similar property. The replacement cost of a building is figured by considering the materials, the quality of workmanship, and the number of square feet or cubic feet in the building. After the replacement cost has been figured consideration must be given to the following factors:

• Physical deterioration – the wear and tear on the building itself;
• Functional obsolescence – usually in older buildings with inadequate lighting, plumbing, or heating, small rooms, or a poor floor plan;
• Economic obsolescence – outside forces causing the whole area to become less desirable.


Chapter 3
Guide to Home Appraisal

Defining Appraisal
An appraisal is a professional estimate of a property's market value, based on recent sales of comparable properties, location, square footage and construction quality. This service varies in cost depending on the price of the home. On average, an appraisal costs about $300 for a $250,000 house. As an alternative, one can get a comparative market analysis. This is an informal estimate of market value performed by a real estate agent based on similar sales and property attributes. An individual can also get a comparable sales report for a fee from private companies that specialize in real estate data.

Guide to the Basics of Appraisal
A real estate appraisal helps to establish a property's market value—the likely sales price it would bring if offered in an open and competitive real estate market. The lender will require an appraisal when an individual asks to use a home or other real estate as security for a loan, because it wants to make sure that the property will sell for at least the amount of money it is lending.

Home appraisals are a vital and important step in financing a purchase, refinancing an existing mortgage or obtaining a home equity. Appraisers weigh the location of the home, its proximity to desirable schools and other public facilities, the size of the lot, the size and condition of the home itself and recent sales prices of comparable properties, among other factors. Although there is no fixed expiration date on an appraisal, most lenders consider them outdated after six months.

Guide to Reasons for Appraisals
A client might need an appraisal for a multitude of reasons other than financing, the primary reason that most think about is when acquiring a home mortgage or business loan.

Refinancing
When an individual is refinancing a mortgage, the goal is for the appraised value to be as high as possible. There are a number of improvements a homeowner can make to a home that will improve the appraised value of the home. A new carpet and a coat of paint will go a long way to improve the appraised value. It is unnecessary to purchase top of the line appliances because they rarely give
enough of a boost in a home’s value to justify the expense. The best thing to do is make sure the home is up to snuff with the neighbors as far as the amenities and add-ons that are invested in to improve a home’s value.

Refinance appraisals can be more subjective than purchase loan appraisals, so they are more subject to error. When a property sells, the purchase price usually establishes the market value. Market value is the price a willing and knowledgeable buyer will pay for a property. With a refinance appraisal, the critical "willing buyer" component of the valuation equation is missing.

**Mortgage Lending**

To protect the interest of their investors, the mortgage lender's broker hires an appraiser to give an independent and objective evaluation of what the property or home is worth. A critical aspect of any house sale involving a mortgage is the lender's appraisal of what the house is worth. This is because the lender often decides how much it is willing to lend based on its appraisal of the property's value - or whether it will give a mortgage at all. If the appraised value is lower than the selling price, the seller will be glad that he has enlisted the services of a professional and experienced real estate agent.

The agent can give the appraiser information about neighboring homes that have sold recently that support the seller's price. If an appeal to the appraiser is unsuccessful, some negotiations may follow. Both the seller and buyer may have to make concessions to make the transaction go through. The bank may ask the buyers to increase their down payment or the buyers may ask the sellers for a drop in price.

Most mortgage lenders combine the market-data approach with the so-called cost approach, in which the value of a home is judged in terms of what it would cost to acquire the land and build the house. More emphasis usually is placed on the market-data approach for older homes. For homes in new developments, greater emphasis generally is placed on the cost approach.

**Other Ad Valorem Tax Consequences**

Depending on where an individual lives, often equipment and other personal property are not supposed to be included in the fair market value that the assessor uses for calculating property taxes.

**Property Tax Issues**
Clients with larger real estate assets may wonder how their real estate taxes are calculated. In changing markets, this may mean that tax values do not reflect present market conditions. In addition, many taxing authorities state that taxes should be no higher than similar properties within any one neighborhood. The more unique the property, the more likelihood that the generic formulas used by the assessor may not accurately value the assets.

If property owners think that their properties are assessed very highly then the property owners can order an appraisal from an appraiser who is qualified to contest the tax assessments. In some parts of the United States, this practice is quite common but many property owners are not aware that this avenue for decreasing their tax load is available.

**To Determine Value**
An appraiser comes up with a value by analyzing market data, including both historic and current comparable sales, current offers, pending sales, and proposed improvements. Then the appraiser compares the property to the broader market. The process may vary depending on why it is being done; for instance, an appraiser might weigh different factors more heavily for an insurance valuation than for a market valuation.

**To Provide Information to Lender**
An appraisal provides valuable information for the buyer and the seller, but the appraiser’s primary mission is to protect the lender. Lenders do not want to own overpriced property any more than they relish lending money to irresponsible borrowers. *That's why the appraisal takes place before the lender grants final approval of the buyer's loan.*

**Insurance**
Homeowner’s policies only cover a certain amount of household contents, so if clients suspect they have items of value, it is important to establish that value to be sure they have adequate coverage. In addition, when a loss occurs there is often dispute between the owner and the insurance company over the value of the damaged or stolen item. If an appraisal is conducted by an accredited, unbiased appraiser before a loss and is on file with the insurance company, this reduces the likelihood of a litigious situation. The value estimated in this case would be Replacement Value.

**Guide to the Appraiser’s Job**
A real estate appraisal is performed by a licensed or certified appraiser (in many countries known as a *property valuer* or *land valuer* and in British English as a "valuation surveyor"). Appraisers are licensed by individual states after completing coursework and internship hours that familiarize them with their real estate markets. If the appraiser's opinion is based on Market Value, then it must also be based on the Highest and Best Use of the real property. Mortgage valuations of improved residential property in the US, the appraisal are most often reported on a standardized form, such as the Uniform Residential Appraisal Report.

The appraiser should be an objective third party, someone who has no financial or other connection to any person involved in the transaction. **The property being appraised is called the subject property.** A certified appraisal can help with other matters, including taxes and eliminating private mortgage insurance. A licensed appraiser can also help with estate planning, analyzing the feasibility of proposed improvements, determining the best use for a property, and with insurance valuations.

Appraisers make notations about obvious problems they see, but they are not home inspectors. They do not test appliances, look at the roof, check the chimney or do any other typical home inspection tasks. Never count on an appraisal to help you determine if the home is in good condition.

An appraiser compares the sale price of a home against similar homes that have recently sold in the same area. These are called "comparables." Although there is no set rule, when a lender agrees to finance a mortgage, he wants to see a minimum of three comparables. Appraisers try to make an apple-to-apple comparison. An appraiser would not contrast a 1,700- square-foot ranch with a two-story Cape Cod that's twice the size.

**Guide to Types of Appraisals**

The various types of mortgage appraisals can be confusing and every lender can choose what type should be used for a particular transaction. The 3 common appraisals are the following:

- Refinance Appraisal;
- County Appraisal;
- Independent Appraisal;
- Full Appraisal;
- Exterior Only Appraisal.
A Refinance Appraisal
When refinancing, the home appraisal is an important part of the process. It provides an accurate figure for the current market value of the home. Banks make money by lending money, so they will usually over appraise your home in order to let you borrow more money so that they can make more money.

County Appraisals
County appraisals usually do not reflect the most accurate numbers. The reason for this is that they are based on a combination of basic raw facts. These basic raw facts include the number of bedrooms and baths, square footage, finished/unfinished basement finished, subdivision etc. The flaw with this type of appraisal is that it does not take into account if one has done any updating to the home and the condition of the property, which of course has a huge impact on the value of the home.

Independent Appraisal
A homeowner can purchase an independent appraisal in which an appraiser and/or the realtor gives a value of the home today according to what has sold in the same area in the past six months. The appraiser can give a full appraisal or a “drive-by”.

Full Appraisal
A full appraisal is the most complete home valuation available. A full appraisal is when the appraiser inspects the inside and the outside of the property, pulls data from all available sources (MLS, assessor, tax records) and compares the subject property with 3 recent sales of similar homes in the same area or neighborhood. An appraisal is a highly accurate opinion of value from a local, licensed appraiser. It is the standard property valuation report used by lending institutions.

This report costs $300 or more and comes back with 2-8 pages of information about the subject property, photos of the subject from the front, back and the street scene. There are also photos of the front of the 3 comparables, plus pages of legalese stating that this is an independent opinion and was not influenced by the lender, the seller, the realtor, etc.
Exterior Only Appraisal

An “exterior only” inspection requires that the data is pulled for the subject and the comparable sales in the same manner as for a full appraisal, but the physical inspection of the house is limited to a visual confirmation that it exists where it’s supposed to or perhaps the exterior is measured and photographed from front and back. This report is still pricey, but required for some loan programs that are too risky for an electronic value, but not risky enough to require a full inspection and list of condition, etc.

Electronic Appraisals

Electronic Appraisals are reports prepared from data gathered from tax records. These records are compiled from the property records department of the local county or city courthouse and give a great amount of information about recent home sales in the area surrounding the property. Often Electronic Appraisals include community information and data about nearby industry, shopping, schools etc.

Guide to Appraisal Methods

An appraisal is an opinion of value or the act or process of estimating value. This opinion or estimate is derived by using three common approaches, all derived from the market.

The Cost Approach

The cost approach is most useful for new properties, where the costs to build are known. The appraiser estimates how much it would cost to replace the structure if it were destroyed. The cost approach is based on the economic principle of substitution. This principle states that an investor will pay no more for an asset than the cost to obtain, by purchasing or constructing, a substitute asset of equal utility. There are several cost approach valuation methods, the most common being the historical cost, replacement cost, and replication cost.

The cost approach to determining value is to estimate what it would cost to replace or reproduce the improvements as of the date of the appraisal, less the physical deterioration, the functional obsolescence and the economic obsolescence. The remainder is added to the land value.
Sales Comparison Approach

The sales comparison approach is when the appraiser estimates a subject property’s market value by comparing it to similar properties that have sold in the area. The properties used are called comparables, or comps. The comparison approach to determining value makes use of other "benchmark" properties of similar size, quality and location that have been recently sold. A comparison is made to the subject property. No two properties are exactly alike, so the appraiser must compare the comps to the subject property, making paperwork adjustments to the comps in order to make their features more in-line with the subject property's. The result is a figure that shows what each comp would have sold for if it had the same components as the subject.

The Income Approach

The income approach to determining value is of primary importance in ascertaining the value of income producing properties and has little weight in residential properties. This approach provides an objective estimate of what a prudent investor would pay based upon the net income the property produces. The Income Approach is one of three major groups of methodologies, called valuation approaches, used by appraisers. It is particularly common in commercial real estate appraisal and in business appraisal. The fundamental math is similar to the methods used for financial valuation, securities analysis, or bond pricing. However, there are some significant and important modifications when used in real estate or business valuation.

While there are quite a few acceptable methods under the rubric of the income approach, most of these methods fall into three categories: direct capitalization, discounted cash flow, and gross income multiplier.

Guide to Tax Assessments

Some may think that tax assessments are a way of evaluating a home. However, assessments are based on a number of criteria that may not be related to property values, so they may not necessarily reflect a home's true value. Assessments have the possibility of varying greatly from neighborhood to neighborhood due to the fact that a visual inspection cannot be made on every home in every community every year. There are too many properties and not enough tax assessors to rely on tax assessment data reliable for market value pricing. Relying on tax assessments to value a home is not a good idea.

Guide to Regulations for Appraisals and Appraisers
Since the government controls how appraisals are conducted, they're awash in regulations. As a general rule in selling a home, the appraiser is hired by the lender and the lender passes the cost along to the buyer, usually in the application fee. In a refinancing or when obtaining a home equity, the homeowner pays for the appraisal.

**Appraisals for government-insured loans, such as a FHA (Federal Housing Administration) loan or a VA (Department of Veterans Affairs) loan, must be done by FHA- or VA-certified appraisers.**

Federal law requires states to establish minimum standards and licensing practices for real estate appraisers. In one state, trainees must take several courses, pass an examination and complete 2,000 hours of supervised experience.

If the buyer is applying for a mortgage that will be insured by the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), the appraiser must survey the physical condition of the home and disclose potential problems to the buyer. No such obligation exists for non-FHA mortgages. The new FHA disclosure requirement notwithstanding, an appraisal is not a substitute for a professional home inspection. The appraiser formulates an opinion of the property’s value for the lender, while the inspector educates the buyer about the condition of the home and its major components.
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Key Elements Of The Homeowner’s Insurance Policy

The home insurance policy is usually a term contract—a contract that is in effect for a fixed period of time. The payment the insured makes to the insurer is called the premium. The insured must pay the insurer the premium each term. Most insurers charge a lower premium if it appears less likely the home will be damaged or destroyed: for example, if the house is situated next to a fire station, or if the house is equipped with fire sprinklers and fire alarms. Perpetual insurance, which is a type of home insurance without a fixed term, can also be obtained in certain areas.

A home insurance policy is designed to cover the structure of your home and includes protection for various kinds of personal property as well as liability coverage.

Insurance Contract

An insurance contract determines the legal framework under which the features of an insurance policy are enforced. Insurance contracts are designed to meet very specific needs and thus have many features not found in many other types of contracts. This insurance contract between the insurer and the insured has many basic contract principles. It is often considered a personal contract where the loss that is paid is based on the loss to the person that holds the policy.

Many features are similar across a wide variety of different types of insurance policies. The insurance contract is a contract whereby the insurer will pay the insured, if certain defined events occur. Subject to the "fortuity principle", the event must be uncertain. The uncertainty can be either as to when the event will happen.

Insurance contracts are generally considered contracts of adhesion because the insurer draws up the contract and the insured has little or no ability to make material changes to it. This is interpreted to mean that the insurer bears the burden if there is any ambiguity in any terms of the contract.

The policy is also conditional contract where the insured has certain conditions that they must meet before the insurer is required to pay any benefit. Also, since
the insured typically cannot negotiate terms of the contract, any uncertainties in the contract will usually conclude to the advantage of the insured party. Finally, insurance contracts are usually considered contracts of indemnity.

**Insurance contracts are aleatory in that the amounts exchanged by the insured and insurer are unequal and depend upon uncertain future events.** If one party to a contract might receive considerably more in value than he or she gives up under the terms of the agreement, the contract is said to be *aleatory*. Insurance contracts are of this type because; depending upon chance or any number of uncertain outcomes, the insured may receive substantially more in claim proceeds than was paid to the insurance company in premium dollars. On the other hand, the insurer could ultimately receive significantly more dollars than the insured party if a claim is never filed.

A contract may either be *bilateral* or *unilateral*. Insurance contracts are *unilateral*, meaning that only the insurer makes legally enforceable promises in the contract. The insured is not required to pay the premiums, but the insurer is required to pay the benefits under the contract if the insured has paid the premiums and met certain other basic provisions. In a bilateral contract, each party exchanges a promise for a promise.

However, in a unilateral contract, the promise of one party is exchanged for a specific act of the other party. Insurance contracts are unilateral; the insured performs the act of paying the policy premium, and the insurer promises to reimburse the insured for any covered losses that may occur. It must be noted that once the insured has paid the policy premium, nothing else is required on his or her part; no other promises of performance were made. Only the insurer has covenanted any further action, and only the insurer can be held liable for breach of contract.

Insurance contracts are governed by the principle of *utmost good faith* which requires both parties of the insurance contact to deal in good faith and in particular it imparts on the insured a duty to disclose all material facts which relate to the risk to be covered. This contrasts with the legal doctrine that covers most other types of contracts, caveat emptor (let the buyer beware).

**Parts of The Insurance Contract**

- *Definitions* - define important terms used in the policy language.
- *Insuring Agreement* - describes the covered perils, or risks assumed, or nature of coverage, or makes some reference to the contractual
agreement between insurer and insured. It summarizes the major promises of the insurance company, as well as stating what is covered.

- **Declarations** - identifies who is an insured, the insured's address, the insuring company, what risks or property are covered, the policy limits (amount of insurance), any applicable deductibles, the policy period and premium amount.

- **Exclusions** - take coverage away from the Insuring Agreement by describing property, perils, hazards or losses arising from specific causes which are not covered by the policy.

- **Conditions** - provisions, rules of conduct, duties and obligations required for coverage. If policy conditions are not met, the insurer can deny the claim.

**Legal Aspects of the Insurance Contract**

- **Offer and Acceptance** -- When applying for insurance, the first thing the individual must do is to get the proposal form of a particular insurance company. After filling in the requested details, the form must be sent to the company (sometimes with a premium check). This is the offer. If the insurance company accepts the offer and agrees to insure the offerer, this is called an acceptance. In some cases, the insurer may agree to accept an offer after making some changes to the proposed terms.

- **Consideration** -- This is the premium or the future premiums that the insured has to pay to the insurance company. For insurers, consideration also refers to the money paid out should there be an insurance claim. This means that each party to the contract must provide some value to the relationship.

- **Legal Capacity** -- *An individual needs to be legally competent to enter into an agreement with the insurer.* If the individual is a minor or mentally ill, for example, then that particular individual will not be qualified to make contracts. Similarly, insurers are considered to be competent if they are licensed under the prevailing regulations that govern them.

- **Legal Purpose**: If the purpose of the contract is to encourage illegal activities, it is invalid.

**Insurable Interest**

It is an individual's legal right to insure any type of property or any event that may cause financial loss or create a legal liability to him or her. This is called insurable interest. If living in a relative’s house, and this individual applies for homeowner’s insurance because there is the belief that he or she may inherit the house later.
Insurers will decline the offer because this individual is NOT the owner of the house and, therefore, do not stand to suffer financially in the event of a loss.

This example demonstrates that when it comes to insurance, it is not the house, car or machinery that is insured. Rather, it is the monetary interest in that house, car or machinery to which the policy applies.

It is also the principle of insurable interest that allows married couples to take out insurance policies on the lives of their spouses - they may suffer financially if the spouse dies. Insurable interest also exists in some business arrangements, as seen between a creditor and debtor, between business partners or between employers and employees.

**Principle of Subrogation**

*Subrogation allows an insurer to sue a third party* that has caused a loss to the insured and pursue all methods of getting back some of the money that it has paid to the insured as a result of the loss.

**Insurance Binder**

An Insurance Binder is immediate insurance coverage that can be in oral or written form. Usually provides temporary insurance coverage for a specified time until a formal policy is accepted or denied. A Binder is insurance coverage and can be offered verbally or in writing from an agent or insurance company. Binders offer temporary insurance coverage for a stated period of time to complete underwriting and issuance of the insurance policy is finished. The actual point of coverage may be different from state to state and may also be different for depending on the policy.

"Binding authority" is agreed on between the company and the agent. An insurance agent may have a variety of different binding authorities with different companies, or products within the company. Policy language usually sets an effective date for new insurance often it's the next day at 12:01 AM. The consequence of this is that many agents may not have authority to issue a binder if it needs to be effective immediately.

**Homeowner’s Insurance Policy Cost**

The cost of homeowners insurance often depends on what it would cost to replace the house and which additional riders—additional items to be insured—are attached to the policy. The insurance policy itself is a lengthy contract, and names what will and what will not be paid in the case of various events. Typically,
claims due to earthquakes, floods, "Acts of God", or war are excluded. Special insurance can be purchased for these possibilities, including flood insurance and earthquake insurance. Insurance must be updated to the present and existing value at whatever inflation up or down, and an appraisal paid by the insurance company will be added on to the policy premium.

**Trigger Theories in Homeowners Insurance**

There are specific events that must occur to "trigger" insurance coverage under any given type of insurance policy. The word "trigger" is used in the insurance context as a term of art meaning the event that activates coverage under one or more insurance policies. Determining when an "occurrence" takes place is crucial in knowing what policy or policies are implicated to cover a loss. This issue of which policy or policies apply to a claimed loss hinges on the time of the occurrence, an event commonly referred to as the coverage "trigger." There are at least four trigger theories exist throughout the various jurisdictions:

- **Manifestation trigger;**
  
  The manifestation theory states that the time that a loss is discovered determines the effective policy on the risk. The manifestation trigger provides that actual damage occurs when it becomes apparent or readily identifiable. Even so, damage does not automatically qualify as apparent or identifiable merely because it is "capable of being known by testing." Or in other words, coverage would be triggered at the time the mold related property damage or bodily injury is discovered. In contrast to the exposure theory, the trigger date under the manifestation theory does not consider the date of the occurrence of the mold's ultimate cause. Analyzing coverage trigger in a property damage claim under the manifestation theory, even though a faulty roofing installation may be the ultimate cause of mold growth, coverage would not be triggered until the mold is discovered. So on the other side, for bodily injury claims, coverage is not triggered until the manifestation of the injury or disease.

- **Exposure trigger;**
  
  The exposure theory states that the policy implicated is the one in effect on the date that a claimant or property is exposed to an injury-causing agent. Under this theory, the trigger date is generally considered to be the date on which the ultimate mold causing factor occurred. In a property damage claim, if the ultimate cause of mold were determined to be the result of a faulty roofing repair, the trigger date would be the date of the faulty roofing work. However, in the same incident, for a bodily injury claim, trigger would occur at the point of exposure to the mold.
• **Continuous trigger;**

  *The "continuous trigger" theory reaches further than the other trigger theories.* The continuous trigger theory provides that all policies on a risk, from the time of initial exposure through the manifestation of the injury or damage are applicable thereby triggering the greatest number of policies and providing maximum coverage. Under the continuous trigger theory, if multiple policies are in place over the course of time from the initial exposure to manifestation, all of the policies will be triggered.

• **Injury-in-fact trigger.**

  The "injury-in-fact" theory provides coverage under the policy in place at the time that the bodily injury or property damage actually occurs. This trigger can become complicated in mold claims because of the latent affect of mold. In the case of "latent" disease or damage, the injury may be sustained at an undeterminable date well before it is ever discovered. As mold growth occurs gradually over time, mold contamination may exist for a significant amount of time prior to its ultimate discovery. So under both property damage and bodily injury claims, utilizing the injury-in-fact theory would require an extensive, and likely costly, factual determination to pinpoint the actual date of injury.

**The Trigger Analysis**

The trigger analysis for claims-made policies is straightforward—the policy in place at the time a "claim" is first made is the one (and typically the only one) that is triggered, provided that the claim is reported in a timely manner under the terms of the policy. The trigger analysis for occurrence-based policies, however, is less than straightforward and has produced a number of different approaches across the country.

**State Applied Trigger Methods**

As insurance coverage law is ultimately a state law issue, different states apply different trigger methods under similar circumstances. Despite the varying treatments among different jurisdictions, the coverage trigger determination is always crucial as it holds the ability to implicate or completely exonerate an insurer based simply on the timing of the occurrence. Different trigger theories may be applied in the same jurisdiction depending on the type of insurance policy under which coverage is sought and the type of damage allegedly suffered.

**The Courts and the Trigger Issue**

To date, very few courts have addressed the trigger issue with respect to mold exposure bodily injury claims. Bodily injury claims resulting from mold exposure,
however, would appear to be sufficiently analogous to asbestos actions to allow their use for guidance on the subject. In considering coverage triggers in asbestos actions, many courts have utilized the continuous trigger theory because those claims for progressive injuries. However, more conservative courts have applied the exposure theory and manifestation theories, triggering coverage based upon the point in time at which the claimant either was exposed to the harm causing agent or discovered the injury.

**The Cost of Homeowners Insurance**

The price of homeowners insurance will most likely differ with each insurance company because the cost is based on each company's past loss experience. The loss experience is the amount of money the insurance company has had to pay out in past on claims that have been filed against it. Consumers often overpay for homeowners insurance by including the value of the land that their home resides on. An individual only needs to insure the home itself and the possessions, not the land. Should something unfortunate occur, the land will most likely remain. If an individual does not subtract the value of the land when deciding how much homeowners insurance to buy, he or she will most likely pay more than is available should.

Increasing the safety features on a house could lower the homeowner’s insurance premium. By shopping around and comparing, an individual can compare insurance quotes from leading homeowner’s insurance companies.

**Limitations and Exclusions**

Informing a homeowner’s insurance buyer about fundamental policy exclusions and special limits of coverage for specified types of valuable personal property is beneficial for all parties involved: the insured, the agent and the insurer. It minimizes the potential for disputes over uninsured losses. Sometimes it also strengthens the case for any additional insurance recommendations.

Exclusions are reasonable, reflecting years of loss experience by numerous insurers. The needs and concerns of insureds are further addressed by consumer groups that participate in discussions with forms drafters when policy forms are reviewed and periodic changes are made in coverage. Two major exclusions underscore the need for additional coverages in some instances.

- **Flood insurance** -- Despite efforts by the insurance industry and the federal government to acquaint people with the availability of flood insurance, there is still an ongoing problem in areas that are subject to
catastrophic flooding. We often hear that insureds are shocked when they discover that flood damage was not covered under their homeowners policy. Advance knowledge of this exclusion will alleviate the problem.

- **Earthquake insurance** -- Property owners in earthquake-prone areas are constantly reminded of the availability of earthquake insurance and its importance. The prominent display of the earthquake exclusion in a homeowner’s policy will make it clear to the insured who reads it that special coverage is needed for this hazard.

There must be coverage limitations for certain kinds of high-risk, high-value personal property so that premiums can be held to a reasonable level. Otherwise, the majority of insurance buyers would help bear the expense of protection for those with possessions subject to extraordinary exposures.

**Discounts For Homeowner’s Insurance**

There are a myriad of homeowners discounts that go unrecognized by many consumers. For example, even though they seem ordinary, may be able get a lower premium if the home has safety features such as dead-bolt locks, smoke detectors, an alarm system, storm shutters or fire retardant roofing material. A new home’s electrical, heating and plumbing systems and overall structure are likely to be in better shape than those of an older home; therefore new homes are usually charged lower rates than older homes in the same price range.

Strong home security in the form of security systems, alarms, gated communities, double locks on both doors, etc. often afford you lower rates. Non-smokers usually get reduced rates on their homeowner’s insurance policy. If the homeowner had been a smoker when purchasing a house, but have subsequently quit, many insurers may lower the rates. Smoking accounts for over 20,000 residential fires in the U.S. a year, so insurers often charge lower premiums to smoke-free households. Discounts exist for:

- smoke detectors;
- deadbolt locks,
- security or fire alarm systems,
- fire extinguishers in the home, etc.
- homeowner over 55 and retired -- 10% discount.

**Deductible and Risk**

*The deductible is the amount of risk one agrees to accept before the insurance company starts paying on a claim.* With the cost of homeowner's
insurance escalating, it no longer makes sense to let the insurance company assume all the risk. If the insured has a low deductible of $50 to $100, the homeowner should consider raising it to at least $500 to $1,000 in order to save up to 25% on premiums.

Some companies are offering deductibles equal to 1% of the insured value of your home ($1,000 deductible on a $100,000 home). It that seems like a lot of money to pay in the event of a claim, consider this: the trends in homeowner's insurance are for insurance companies to severely penalize customers who file one or more small claims. Often the premiums are raised up or the policy is cancelled, and when the customer looks elsewhere for coverage, they may find it costs them three times what they were paying.

A Good Credit Record
Establishing a solid credit history can cut insurance costs. Insurers are increasingly using credit information to price homeowner's insurance policies. In most states, the insurer must advise an individual of any adverse action, such as a higher rate, at which time he or she should verify the accuracy of the information on which the insurer relied. To protect one's credit standing, it is important to pay bills on time, don't obtain more credit than is needed and keep credit balances as low as possible. One’s credit record should be checked on a regular basis and have any errors corrected promptly so that the record remains accurate.

Guide to Insurance Disclosures
The Homeowners’ Insurance Noncoverage Disclosure Act require insurance companies to fully disclose insurance coverage and noncoverage of homeowner's insurance policies, and it would provide for enforcement by the Federal Trade Commission.

Homeowner’s Liability
The Homeowners Liability section is a most important part of a homeowner’s policy. Individuals face many direct and indirect exposures to liability. A homeowner may be held liable for damages from his or her home or anywhere on the insured's premises. There are many instances when an insured is liable, such as when someone slips on the doorstep and is injured, a son or daughter breaks the neighbor's window with a baseball, a tree or limb fall and crushes neighbor's car or bike, the family dog bites the mail carrier. In fact, an individual may be held liable for damages arising out of personal activities away from the home.
Individuals Covered Under Liability Insurance
A homeowner can be held liable for bodily injury, if someone given access or otherwise receives bodily injury while on land owned by him or her. The policy also states that the insurance company will provide a defense for the insured at the insurer's expense, even when the charges are groundless. The insurer's duty to defend ends once the amount it pays for damages reaches the policy limit. The standard liability limit provided for all bodily injury and property damage is $100,000. This includes any prejudgment interest awarded on any amount of a judgment the insurer is obligated to pay.

Renters Insurance
Renters insurance is insurance one buys if he or she is renting a property from someone else. It primarily covers personal belongings since the renter is not responsible for the building. Renters face the same risk as homeowners in cases of disasters striking their dwelling. The landlord or condo association may have insurance, but this only protects the building, not personal belongings in it. Renters insurance can protect personal belongings in case of disaster.

Personal Property Coverage gives the renter protection for personal property at home and away from home against various hazards. Renter's policies provide "named peril" coverage. This means that the policy states specifically what you are insured against. Some of the named perils are:

- Accidental Discharge of Water;
- Burglary or Vandalism;
- Explosion;
- Falling Objects;
- Fire, Smoke or Lightning;
- Electrical surge damage;
- Malicious Mischief;
- Riot or civil commotion;
- Theft;
- Windstorm or hail.

Replacement Cost Coverage protects the personal property with replacement cost coverage. This additional protection assures that if a loss occurs, you will receive reimbursement for the full cost to repair or replace your property at today's market cost, up to the policy limit.
Renter’s Insurance policies are designed to cover one in the event of loss to one’s personal property and protect him or her in the event the tenant is responsible for injury or property damage to others in the rented Apartment, Home or Condo. *An estimated 75% of Renters do not have renter's insurance coverage.* Landlords and complexes are now requiring Renters Insurance as a condition to rent.
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*Dwelling vs. Property*

The amount of Dwelling Insurance Coverage that an individual needs depends on what it would cost to replace a home and land in the event of a total loss. While one may be able to get by with only 80% coverage, will it be possible to take the other 20% out of your pocket in the event of a total loss? The incremental cost to insure a property to full "replacement cost value" is so low it would be fool-hearty not to fully insure property at full value.

A homeowner's insurance policy is a package which covers loss not only to the dwelling structure, but other structures on the land, personal property contained in the dwelling, and liability to third parties who come onto the dwelling and surrounding land. In its purest form, a dwelling policy covers only the dwelling structure itself -- providing a much smaller amount of coverage. Though not very common, dwelling policies are used in some areas of the country to insure seasonal homes that are unoccupied for part of the year.

Fire dwelling insurance is offered to protect all listed dwellings on property such as the house, garage, sheds or other structures, from certain types of damage. Losses covered by fire dwelling insurance typically include fire, collapse, explosion, hail, lightning strike, smoke, vandalism, and wind damage. The insurance company issuing fire dwelling insurance would also provide a year’s worth of rental value.

*Levels of Coverage*

While a homeowner should not rely exclusively on the coverage levels required by the bank or mortgage company, the homeowner’s insurance policy must at least meet these minimums to prevent default. The homeowner should know that the levels of insurance required under the mortgage contract are usually designed to protect the only the house itself. These levels of insurance will not necessarily protect your possessions and will not even protect the house under certain occurrences such as earthquake and flood.

While the loss of a home by fire is covered by homeowners insurance, most homeowners do maintain the right amount and type of coverage. For example, the Northridge, California earthquake of 1974 created over $40 billion in total
losses. But according to the California Insurance Commissioner’s office only about 38%, or $15 billion of the claimed loss was actually insured.

**HO Coverages**

In the United States, homeowner's insurance policies, also known as HOs, are labeled in different classes of insurance. These labels are the same throughout most of the United States with the exception of Texas. These labels define different levels of home insurance coverage that can be purchased in the United States and are defined by the perils that they cover. There are eight basic kinds of homeowners insurance.

Home owners insurance protects the home an individual lives in and / or the contents of the home. In the United States, there are varying degrees of insurance coverage to choose from so that one can get the right home owners insurance.

**HO-1 -- Limited Coverage Policy**

*Basic Homeowners –* **HO-1 covers a dwelling and personal property against losses from 11 types of perils:** fire or lightning; windstorm or hail; explosion; riot or civil commotion; aircraft; vehicles; smoke; vandalism or malicious mischief; theft; damage by glass or safety glazing material that is part of a building; and volcanic eruption. This is the most basic type of home owners insurance that people who own a home will purchase. Most people use Home Owners One as extra insurance to cover the loss of valuable possessions. It is a limited policy that offers varying degrees of coverage but only for items specifically outlined in the policy. These might be used to cover a valuable object found in the home, such as a painting.

**HO-2 -- Broad Form**

*Basic Homeowners Plus –* HO-2 covers dwelling and personal property against 11 perils plus six more: falling objects; weight of ice, snow or sleet; three categories of water-related damage from home utilities or appliances; and electrical surge damage. HO-2 is a limited policy in that it covers specific portions of a house against damage. The coverage is usually a "named perils" policy, which lists the events that would be covered. As above, these factors must be spelled out in the policy.

**HO-3 – Special Form** (See Chapter 6)
HO-4 – Renter
HO-4 covers only personal property from 17 listed perils. This is commonly referred to as renters insurance or renter's coverage. Similar to HO-6, this policy covers those aspects of the apartment and its contents not specifically covered in the blanket policy written for the complex. This policy can also cover liabilities arising from accidents and intentional injuries for guests as well as passers-by up to 150' of the domicile. Common coverage areas are events such as lightning, riot, aircraft, explosion, vandalism, smoke, theft, windstorm or hail, falling objects, volcanic eruption, snow, sleet, and weight of ice.

HO-5 – Comprehensive Form
HO-5, similar to HO-3, covers a home (not a condo or apartment), the homeowner and its possessions as well as any liability that might arise from visitors or passers-by. All risk coverage for building and personal property. This policy form is not sold very often. This coverage is differentiated in that it covers a wider breadth and depth of incidents and losses than an HO-3. This policy is quite costly and is not sold very often.

HO-6 -- Condo/Co-op
Condominium Coverage – HO-6 covers personal property from 17 listed perils along with certain building items in which the unit owner might have an insurance interest. As a form of supplemental homeowner's insurance, HO-6, also known as a Condominium Coverage, is designed especially for the owners of condos. It includes coverage for the part of the building owned by the insured and for the property housed therein of the insured.

Designed to span the gap between what the homeowner's association might cover in a blanket policy written for an entire neighborhood and those items of importance to the insured, typically the HO-6 covers liability for residents and guests of the insured in addition to personal property. The liability coverage, depending on the underwriter, premium paid, and other factors of the policy, can cover incidents up to 150' from the insured property, all valuables within the home from theft, fire or water damage or other forms of loss. It is important to read the Associations By-laws to determine the total amount of insurance needed on your dwelling.

Typically the HO-6 covers liability for residents and guests of the insured in addition to personal property. The liability coverage, depending on the underwriter, premium paid, and other factors of the policy, can cover incidents up to 150' from the insured property, all valuables within the home from theft, fire or
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water damage or other forms of loss. It is important to read the Associations By-laws to determine the total amount of insurance needed on your dwelling.

**HO-8 -- Older Home**

*Basic Older Home* – **HO-8 covers dwelling and personal property from 11 perils.** It differs from HO-1 in that it covers repairs or actual cash values - not rebuilding costs. This is for homes where some historic or architectural aspects make the home’s replacement cost significantly higher than its market value. It is usually called "older home" insurance. It lets house owners with higher replacement cost than the market value insure them at the lower market value rate. This type of home insurance policy is designed for homes where the house's historical or architectural characteristics make the replacement cost of the home considerably higher than its market value.

In addition, a Dwelling Fire policy is generally available for non-commercial owners of rented houses, covering property damage to the structure, and sometimes to the owner's personal property (such as appliances and furnishings). The owner's liability is generally extended from their own primary home insurance, and does not comprise part of the Dwelling Fire policy. It is a counterpart to the HO-4 renter's policy.
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HO-3 -- Special Form
Extended or Special Homeowners – **HO-3 covers 17 stated perils stated in HO-2 plus any other peril not specified in the policy**, except for flood, earthquake, war, and nuclear accident. This policy is the most commonly written policy for a homeowner and is designed to cover all aspects of the home, structure and its contents as well as any liability that may arise from daily use, as well as any visitors who may encounter accident or injury on the premises. Covered aspects as well as limits of liability must be clearly spelled out in the policy to insure proper coverage. The coverage is usually called "all risk". This policy is also called an "open perils" policy.

Section 1 — Property Coverage

**Declarations**
The Declarations section specifies who is insured and the location of the property, and deductibles. The persons insured include the owner of the policy and spouse, any relatives living at home, anyone living in the residence under the age of 21 and any relative who is a full-time student under the age of 24 or, if under the care of the insured, under the age of 21, who lived at the residence prior to moving away for school.

Also covered for liability are covered animals and watercraft and employees providing personal service for the insured. For instance, a housecleaner that falls and hurts himself while cleaning your home, or a dog that roams around and bites someone is covered.

**Insuring Agreement**
This is a short part that basically says that the insurer will provide you with insurance only if you pay premiums and follow all provisions of the policy.

**Definitions**
The section of the coverage provides definitions of important terms in the contract, which removes any ambiguity in the contract. This not helps the insured to understand the contract better, but it protects the insurer, since any ambiguity in an insurance contract is construed against the insurer by the courts.
Coverage A; Coverage B
Coverage A is coverage for the Home's Structure (Dwelling Coverage) and – Coverage B is for unattached structures such as garages, sheds and barns (Other Structures Coverage). This coverage insures the structure of a home and other unattached structures on the premises from such perils as fire, lightning, explosions, theft, vandalism, snow, ice, smoke, accidental water overflow from your plumbing, damage from vehicles, falling objects and some other mishaps. It is important to pay attention to possible coverage exclusions that might require additional endorsements or an additional policy to cover. Land is specifically excluded.

Coverage C - Personal Property Coverage
Coverage C protects personal possessions from the same perils as the coverage for the home's structure. Policyholders should make an inventory of their belongings, which implies recording of the serial numbers, dates and costs of purchases for the furnishings, jewelry, artwork, household appliances and other things. Inventories should be stored either in an incombustible safe or on a computer outside the building. The total value of the insurer's belongings is normally established at half cost of the home structure's coverage.

The cash value of the insured personal belongings in the event of property loss is the original cost of the property item, minus devaluation. If you bought most of your possessions a few years ago, their current depreciated value will be much less than the total sum it would take to replace them. Bearing this in mind, it could be wise to obtain an extra endorsement (Guaranteed Replacement Coverage), which can significantly increase this coverage. You may also need additional coverage in case you own expensive jewelry, fine artwork, antiques, collectibles, firearms, musical instruments, some costly equipment, and other items, which cost more to replace than the limits of your Specific Personal Property coverage allow.

Coverage D - Loss of Use Coverage
Coverage D insures the homeowner for temporary living expenses, restaurant meals, car storage and even pet kennel expenses, for a certain period of time while your damaged home is being repaired or rebuilt. This coverage tends to pay up to 20% of the sum your home's structure is insured for.
Section 1 Additional Coverages

Miscellaneous coverages are listed in this section. This section also lists the deductible, which is usually $250 for each covered loss, although this can be increased to reduce the premium. For instance, increasing the deductible to $1,000 may decrease the premium by as much as 25%.

Debris removal from a covered peril is covered as well as property temporarily moved to another location for safekeeping until the main residence is repaired. Reasonable costs to protect the property from further damage are also covered. Trees, shrubs, and other plants are covered up to a limit of 5% of the main dwelling, but no more than $500 for any single plant. Other covered items include collapse of a building due to specified causes, glass, and grave markers. Furnishings owned by the insured in an apartment or room located on the insured’s premises that is rented out is also covered for Coverage C perils except theft.

Perils Insured Against

Dwelling and Other Structures -- This policy is an open perils policy—thus, everything is covered except that which is specifically excluded, which is listed here: collapse of a building; freezing of water, unless adequate heat is maintained; fences, pavements, patios; theft of materials used for construction, or parts of a dwelling under construction; vandalism, if the property was vacant for the previous 60 days; mold, fungus, or dry rot; and numerous other exclusions that are generally not insurable, such as wear and tear.

Personal Property -- This section provides a named-perils coverage—only those perils listed are covered. Fire is a covered peril, even if it is a proximate cause of the destruction, rather than a direct cause. For instance, if firefighters have to break down a door to fight a fire, then the door is covered. However, the fire must possess two qualities before it would be considered a covered fire. There must be a flame or a glow. Scorching, for instance, would not be covered. It must also be a hostile or unfriendly fire, which the courts have defined as a fire that burns outside of where it is expected. For instance, if some of the homeowner’s personal property somehow gets into the fireplace and burns, then it would not be covered, because the fire in the fireplace is considered a friendly fire, since it is burning where it is expected. Smoke damage is covered, even from a friendly fire, as is any kind of explosion.

Windstorm, hail, and lightning are generally covered. Damage from or within vehicles is covered, so if your personal property is damaged in an auto accident,
then it will be covered. Other covered perils include, with some exclusions and conditions, theft, vandalism, riot, aircraft, falling objects, weight of snow, ice, or sleet, accidental discharge or overflow of water or steam, freezing, and volcanic eruptions.

**Section 1 Exclusions**
This section lists more general exclusions, which are generally not insurable risks: ordinance or law; earth movement; water damage from external sources of water, such as floods, sewers, or underground water; power failure; losses caused because the insured failed to protect property after a loss; war, nuclear hazard; intentional loss; weather conditions; and defective planning and design.

**Section 1 Conditions**
This section lists the conditions that the insured must abide by, and also explains various details of the policy.

*Duties After a Loss* -- If the homeowner expects coverage, there are certain duties that one must perform after a loss. Below are some of these items:

- Promptly notify the insurer about the loss
- Protect the property from further losses
- Itemize the damaged personal property
- Keep the damaged property for possible inspection by the insurer
- **File a proof of loss within 60 days of the insurer’s request for it.**

The proof of loss will include all information that the insurer will need to ascertain that a loss has occurred and the value of the loss: date and time of loss; ownership interest in the property, and, also, all liens, if any; and any other insurance on the property.

*Loss Settlement* – Only the actual cash value, which cannot exceed the cost of replacing or repairing the item, of personal property losses is paid minus the deductible. This also includes structures that are not buildings, and such items as carpets and appliances. However, a replacement cost endorsement can be purchased, which covers the cost of replacing the item without any deduction for depreciation.

For the dwelling and other buildings, the replacement cost is paid, with no deduction for depreciation, but only if at least 80% of the value is insured; otherwise, a coinsurance penalty is applied.
Because some disasters can destroy a home beyond repair, or, in some cases where many homes are destroyed in the same area, the cost of materials to rebuild or repair a home could be significantly increased above what it would normally cost. For these cases, an extended replacement cost endorsement can be purchased that will pay 20% or more above the policy limits. However, the insured must insure the property for full replacement cost, and notify the insurer if there are significant alterations to the property that might change its value.

Some insurers offer a guaranteed replacement cost policy, where the policy will pay 100% of the cost of restoring the property to its previous condition, even if it is more than the policy limits. However, the insured must insure the property for 100% of its value at the time of purchase. Because of the risks for insurers due to fraud and inflated appraisals, and higher costs in a major disaster, this type of policy is becoming rarer, and, in any case, much more expensive.

**Appraisal Clause** -- The appraisal clause provides for a method of appraisal that is agreeably to both insurer and insured when there is disagreement of the value of a loss. In this procedure, both the insurer and the insured select an appraiser, then the 2 appraisers select an umpire. If the 2 appraisers agree on the value of the loss, then that is the value that is binding on both parties. If there is a disagreement, then the umpire decides which value accurately represents the loss.

**Mortgage Clause** -- The mortgage clause protects the lender for the property. Most people borrow money to buy property, but the property must be insured before the loan is approved, with the mortgagee (lender) named in the policy. In the event of a loss, the mortgagee will be compensated to the extent of its insurable interest, even if the policy is violated by the mortgagor (borrower).

**Other Provisions** -- There are several other provisions in this section; many are common to all insurance contracts, such as nullifying coverage because of fraud or concealment, who is paid in the event of a loss, and a stipulation that any legal action commence within two years of the loss, and after all requirements of the policy have been complied with. Other common provisions include allowing the insurer to repair or replace property at its option, which, in many cases for personal property, it will do because it can buy many things for a lesser price than most consumers could get it for, because of the insurer’s bargaining power.
Also, the insured does not have the option to abandon the property by leaving it to the insurer for the full value of the loss. In cases of total destruction, the insurer can pay the insured for his loss, or it can pay for the full value of the property and take possession of it, but the choice is the insurer's, not the insured's.

**Section 2 Liability Coverage**

This coverage extends to all of the home’s structure and the possessions contained within it. It also covers the homeowner for personal liability that can happen in regular daily use or for people/guests that are hurt on his or her property or have an accident on the land.

**Coverage E -- Personal Liability**

This coverage offers compensation for legal expenses and medical costs when an individual is found liable for damages or injuries to others on his or her property.

Insurance companies usually recommend $300,000 of the combined legal and medical expenses for a single occurrence. You can also choose to buy more liability coverage in the form of a Personal Umbrella Liability policy. Some insurance companies can include a Medical Payment Coverage section as well. For example, if a visitor suffers minor injury on your premises, Medical Payments Coverage would cover minor medical costs, such as exams and X-rays.

In cases that lead to litigation for personal liability of the insured, the insurer will pay for the defense of the insured and any claim imposed by the court on the insured, up to the policy limit. This coverage, does not cover business liability or liability arising from the use of a motor vehicle, which should be covered by separate insurance policies specific for that coverage.

*The minimum amount of liability coverage is $100,000 per occurrence,* which is defined as a single accident, or damage resulting from a prolonged exposure to the same set of conditions. Note that personal liability is covered regardless of where it occurs. For instance, if a homeowner breaks an antique at a shop, your homeowner’s insurance will cover you.

**Coverage F -- Medical Payments to Others**

*Coverage F covers people other than the insured, and regardless of whether the insured is legally liable for the injury.* The insurer will pay reasonable medical expenses for other people who are on the insured’s location,
or by the activities of the insured, resident employee’s of the insured, or animals owned or in the care of the insured. For instance, if the insured’s dog runs away and bites someone, then the insured would be covered. In fact, dog bites account for 1/3 of the claims. Another example under Coverage F: If your child and a neighbor’s child are playing in your yard, and they are both injured, the neighbor’s child would be covered, but not your child.

Section 2 Exclusions
Most of the exclusions under Section 2 are commonsensical. The 1st section applies to both Coverage E and Coverage F. There is no coverage for activities that should be covered by other, more specific policies. For instance, motor vehicles are generally not covered, nor is watercraft, aircraft, and hovercraft liability covered, except under specific conditions. Intentional torts are not covered.

Liability for business activities and professional services are generally not covered. Other specific exclusions include war; communicable diseases; sexual molestation, corporal punishment, or physical or mental abuse; and liability arising from controlled substances. Exclusions specific to Coverage E include contractual liability where the insured agrees to assume a legal liability; property owned by the insured, or property in the care of the insured that is damaged by an insured; bodily injury to an insured by an insured; nuclear energy; and any injury covered by workers compensation insurance.

Exclusions for Coverage F include injuries to resident employees outside of insured locations, and injuries to people who regularly reside at the residence who are not resident employees.

Section 2 Additional Coverages
Claim Expenses -- Most expenses related to litigation for personal liability are covered, and is over and above the policy limits for personal liability damages. This includes attorney’s fees and court costs; premiums for appeal bonds; interest on judgments that accrue before payment of the claim; and reasonable expenses and up to $250 per day for lost income to compensate the insured for helping the insurer to prepare and defend the case.

Damage To Property of Others -- Any property damage caused by the insured will be paid by the insurer for replacement cost, up to $1,000 per occurrence, even if the insured is not legally liable for the damage—to preserve good neighborly relationships. Thus, if you break something at a neighbor’s party,
you’ll be covered. However, the damage will not be covered if the cost is greater than $1,000 unless the insured is legally liable for the damage. There are many exclusions to this section, which can be classified as damage that should be covered by other insurance, such as business liability, or damage that is covered by another part of this policy. Any intentional damage caused by an insured who is older than 12 is not covered, and any property damage caused by an insured is not covered under this section.

Other Expenses-- Other expenses that are covered are first-aid expenses for a covered injury, and special loss assessments, such as what may be imposed on the insured by the insured’s homeowners association.

Sections 1 and 2 Conditions
This section contains many conditions that are common to most insurance contracts: waiver or change-of-policy provisions, cancellation, nonrenewal of the policy, assignment of the policy, assigning subrogation rights to the insurer, liberalization clause, and what happens if the named insured or spouse dies.
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Guide to the Provisions
There are many provisions in the Homeowner's Insurance that the individual must be made aware of before making a purchase. The provisions range from cancellation to Guaranteed Replacement Provision, etc.

Cancellation and Non-renewal Provision
Insurance companies cannot cancel a policy that has been in force for more than 60 days except when:

- Homeowner fails to pay the premium;
- Homeowner has committed fraud or made serious misrepresentations on an application.

Nonrenewal refers to either the homeowner or the insurance company deciding not to renew the policy when it expires. Depending on the state one lives in, the insurance company must give the homeowner a certain number of days' notice and explain the reason for not renewing before it drops a policy.

There are various reasons for nonrenewal, one being that the company may have decided to drop that particular line of insurance or to write fewer policies in the area concerned. The nonrenewal decision may not be because of something the homeowner did. But if the homeowner did do something that raised the insurance company's risk considerably, like committing fraud, the policy may not be renewed.

Guaranteed Replacement Provision
The replacement value of a property is a factor to be considered in ascertaining the loss payable on a claim under a homeowner's policy. It does not provide one definitive definition of the term and, in practice, insurers may "cap" their liability under such a clause by including additional provisions in the insurance policy.

Special Deductibles Provision
"Special" covered causes of loss encompass a broad category of all causes of direct physical loss subject to certain exclusions and limitations. The insured is informed that if a building suffers direct physical loss, coverage will be provided if the damage was caused by a covered cause of loss, and this
coverage will be subject to the deductible for "Special" covered causes of loss. The Multiple Deductible Form clearly identifies $5,000 as the amount of the deductible for "Special" covered causes of loss. The higher deductible for wind damage appears as an exception to the "Special" deductible for all other causes of loss.

The Policy Premium Provision
The premium is the price of an insurance policy, typically charged annually or semiannually. Each policy will have a premium attached to it. The premium is determined by the various aspects of the policy and what endorsements, etc. may be added

Guide to the Exclusions
The first thing to know about exclusions is that they vary by policy type. An HO-1 policy covers 10 perils but has been discontinued in most states. A homeowner’s policy does not provide coverage for the following perils:
- loss due to flood, or water that backs up through sewers.
- loss to building by earthquake, aftershocks and mud slides.
- loss by enforcement law or ordinance regulating construction, repair or demolition, or zoning.
- loss due to power interruption when the interruption takes place off the residence property.
- loss due to neglect of the insured to save and preserve property following a loss.
- war and nuclear perils.
- intentional loss;
- sinkhole.

However, some of these excluded coverages may be purchased for an additional premium. Additional exclusions to Coverage E only include the following:
- liability assumed under contract or agreement;
- property damage to property owned by, used by or in the care of the insured.

Guide to Endorsements and Riders
Endorsements and riders are defined similarly and used interchangeably, and are additions, deletions, or other modifications to the original contract. The term endorsements is more prevalent in property and liability insurance, and riders are more prevalent in life and health insurance contracts. Because endorsements and riders are added for specific insureds, they generally have greater weight
than other terms of the contract when there is a conflict between them, unless they violate laws as to what is required in insurance contracts.

A homeowner's first insurance concerns are usually coverage for the structure of the home and liability. But many valuable additional coverages may be purchased through endorsements to a policy. An endorsement is a written modification that either adds to or deletes one or more provisions of the general policy to serve particular needs. There are more than 100 endorsements for the standard homeowner's policy, including one for identity theft, but the following are the most common.

A rider is a separate mini-policy or clause that extends your homeowners policy to cover the extra value of items that may be excluded under contents insurance. A homeowner's policy may not cover the cost of particular expensive items like luxury watches, fine art or electronics equipment, for instance, or may limit reimbursement to an amount far below the actual value of those items.

**Inflation Guard Endorsement**

*An inflation guard endorsement automatically adjusts the dwelling limit when one renews a policy to reflect current construction costs in the local area.* The homeowner can purchase an inflation guard endorsement, where the amount of the insurance is increased pro rata annually by an amount that the homeowner chooses—usually 4% or 6%. For instance, if a home is insured for $100,000 and the insured chooses a 4% rate of increase, then if the insured suffers a complete loss in 6 months, the insurance will pay $102,000; if the loss occurs 9 months later, then the payment will be for $103,000; and if the loss occurs a full year later, the payment will be the full 4% annual increase—$104,000.

Because the coverages for other structures, personal property, and loss of use are a percentage of Coverage A, which insures the main residence, this increase in coverage also applies to those sections. For instance, since the limits for personal property is 50% of the main coverage, the policy limit for personal property in the above example would be $50,000, which would increase to $52,000 (4%) at the end of the 1st year.

**Special Loss Settlement Endorsement**

If the information is not shown on this form, refer to Supplemental Declarations if information is not shown on this form. We will amend the amount of insurance applying to Coverage A, as shown on form ML-20, subject to these conditions.
Insurance Company will:

- Increase the Coverage A amount of insurance to equal the current replacement cost of the residence should a covered loss to the residence exceed the Coverage A amount of insurance. This agreement is conditioned on your obligation to insure the residence to 100% of the value that we recommend in accordance with B2 following. One’s failure to comply voids the entire obligation under this endorsement.

- Include any increased cost due to enforcement of any ordinance or law that regulates the construction or repair of the residence following a covered loss.

The insured will:

- Elect to repair or replace the residence by agreement with us; any disagreement will be resolved by arbitration or appraisal.

- The insurance company will adjust the Coverage A amount of insurance on policy inception, renewal or anniversaries, or at agreed intervals in accordance with any property evaluation is made, as referenced on the Declarations Page.

- Notify insurance company within 60 days of completion of any improvements to the residence that exceed 5% of the amount of insurance of Coverage A and pay any additional premium. The insured’s failure to comply voids this entire endorsement and any loss will be settled in accordance with that section titled "How Much We Pay for Loss or Claims" on form ML-20.

When this endorsement is applicable, the insurance company will not pay more than the lesser of:

- The replacement cost of the residence or any part of it.

- The amount actually and necessarily expended to repair or replace the residence, or any part of it, in the same construction with materials of like kind and quality at the same location.

The full cost to replace the **residence** should a covered loss exceed the Coverage A amount of insurance shown on the Declarations. However, the most we will pay is 125% of the Coverage A amount of insurance shown on the Declarations. When the cost to repair or replace the damage exceeds $5000, we
will pay only the actual cash value of the damage until the actual repair or replacement has been completed.

**Home Office Coverage Endorsement**

A basic homeowner’s insurance policy will generally cover around $2,500 worth of office equipment. If the homeowner runs his or her own business at home and the equipment is valued at much more, it may be a good idea to increase the coverage. In the event that something happened to a valuable home office equipment, an individual would be compensated for the loss with a Home Office Coverage Endorsement.

In addition to the equipment in a home office, the homeowner may need separate liability coverage if he or she conducts business out of the home. If a client is injured in the homeowner’s home while there on business, the homeowner policy may not cover the injuries and loss. Inventory that is kept in the home, if direct sales is involved, is not covered, nor is the replacement of office supplies and crafting materials kept on premises for business purposes. In-home business coverage is about $300 a year in most states. That coverage will provide liability protection in case a customer or client is injured in the home, as well as increasing the coverage for office and business equipment.

**Additional Living Expenses Endorsement**

The Additional Living Expenses Endorsement covers the necessary increase in living expense incurred by the insured in order to continue as nearly as practicable the normal standard of living of the insured’s household for the applicable period. Under the broad and special dwellings forms, coverage is provided for additional living expenses in the event of a loss under Coverage A. If the insured was to temporarily lose use of the dwelling, this coverage would apply and payment could be made for expenses incurred to live elsewhere following a loss that makes the dwelling unsuitable for living.

**Scheduled Personal Property Endorsement**

There is some personal property, such as jewelry or musical instruments, that have low coverage limits compared to what they may be worth, because most people don’t have such property so they shouldn’t have to pay the premium for it, and because it is difficult to verify the value of such items.

However, the homeowner can purchase a scheduled personal property endorsement that covers specified property for a specified value that is agreeable to the insurer. Generally, this is an open risks policy that pays for any
direct loss, unless it is specifically excluded. The payout is equal to the agreed value loss settlement, which is the amount that the insurer agreed to pay in the event of a complete loss. Thus, if jewelry that was stolen was insured for $10,000, the insurer will pay the insured $10,000. There is no deduction for depreciation and no deductible.

**Buy Replacement Cost Insurance**

If the homeowner suffers a loss to his or her personal property, the insurance company will pay the value at the date of the loss. Oftentimes this value is less than the actual replacement cost. This is because depreciation is deducted from the total payment. If an individual wants, he or she can pay for protection that will replace the lost property regardless of the actual worth on the date of the loss.

**Personal Property Replacement Cost Endorsement**

The standard homeowner's policy pays actual cash value for damaged or stolen personal property. Because of depreciation, actual cash value is almost always significantly less than replacement cost. To remedy this, the homeowner can purchase the personal property replacement cost endorsement, which will usually pay the replacement or repair cost without any deduction for depreciation.

There may be limits on how much coverage one gets for expensive items such as jewelry, silverware and furs. Generally, there is a limit on jewelry for $1,000 to $2,000. This information is in *Section I, Personal Property, Special Limits of Liability*. Insurance companies may also place a limit on what they will pay for computers.

If the limits are too low, consider buying a special personal property floater or an endorsement. These allow an individual to insure these items individually or as a collection. With floaters and endorsements, there is no deductible. The owner is charged a premium based on what the item (or collection) is, its dollar value and where you live. The value can be determined by the owner providing the agent with a recent receipt or getting the item or collection appraised.

However, it does not apply to scheduled personal property, which has a separate endorsement, and the actual payment from this endorsement is the least of the following:

- repair cost,
- replacement cost,
- total limits for personal property,
• the limit for a particular item.

If the amount exceeds $500, then the item must be either be repaired or replaced. Besides scheduled property, other excluded property includes property in poor condition and stored property that is little used.

Earthquake Insurance Endorsement
It’s said that no natural disaster can cause more damage to life and property than an earthquake. This may be why earthquake coverage is excluded from all homeowner’s insurance policies. Depending on where an individual lives, it can cost a pretty penny to protect against earthquakes. In California the earthquake coverage can be almost expensive as the homeowner’s insurance policy itself. This is because the chances of earthquakes are much higher there than in other parts of the USA.

Because the coverages for other structures, personal property, and loss of use are a percentage of Coverage A, which insures the main residence, this increase in coverage also applies to those sections. **Since the limits for personal property is 50% of the main coverage**, the policy limit for personal property in the above example would be $50,000, which would increase to $52,000 (4%) at the end of the 1st year.

Theft Endorsement
Theft coverage is not automatically included in dwelling policies, however, coverage may be added with a broad theft coverage endorsement or a limited coverage endorsement. The limited theft coverage endorsement is available for dwellings that are not owner-occupied. The broad theft endorsement is only available to owner-occupied dwellings, and can apply to on and off premise theft. Both endorsements provide coverage for theft, attempted theft, and vandalism or malicious mischief as a result of theft. Special limits apply to certain personal property, and certain property is excluded on both endorsements.

Increased Blanket Coverage
If the total value of all of the homeowner’s personal property is higher than what the basic homeowner’s insurance policy covers, he or she might want to increase blanket coverage. To find the total value of the property, the insurance agent can give the homeowner a personal property inventory sheet.
Personal Injury Endorsement
Although the standard homeowner’s policy covers bodily injury and property damage, it does not cover personal injury, which includes false arrest, wrongful eviction or entry, invasion of the right of privacy in a room or dwelling, slander and defamation, or the violation of the person’s right to privacy—in other words, injuries that don’t affect the body. The **personal injury endorsement** covers the liability that arises from a personal injury.

Building Code Coverage Endorsement
A lot of older houses no longer properly meet updated building and safety legal codes. If this is the case with a home that is damaged the local building laws might require that the entire property be destroyed, then rebuilt to code. The problem lies within the amount you are covered for, it usually won't be enough for demolition and reconstruction. If you think this situation could apply to you, look into purchasing building code coverage that will cover the costs of the demolition and rebuilding of your home.

Riders
**Jewelry**
The homeowner policy will cover jewelry under personal items, but the amount the homeowner can claim per item may be far below the actual value of any fine jewelry pieces. Jewelry may be the most commonly covered type of item under riders. A jewelry rider will typically cover particular pieces, and will pay out even if you lose the item outside your home. Coverage will cost about $1.50 per $100 of coverage.

**Electronics Equipment**
These days, the most valuable items that many people own are their electronics. A HD plasma TV, the high-end computer, the video game consoles and the home theater and stereo equipment may not be covered for their full value under a standard homeowner’s policy. If an individual has a home office and count on those things to enable him or her to work, it’s especially important to have them covered in a separate rider. The coverage may be limited to $1,000 for all office equipment, which might not even replace a computer. A rider extending coverage to $10,000 would cost about $100 a year.

**Art or Antiques**
The homeowner may insure art or antique furniture by the piece, or with a special rider that increases a home’s contents coverage. Insurance coverage for fine art pieces is surprisingly inexpensive – usually about 25 cents per $100 in coverage.
In addition, any pieces covered in a separate rider won’t count against the overall contents coverage.

**Guide to Floaters**

**Personal Articles Floater**

Basic coverage for homeowner's insurance policies will generally not fully cover valuables like jewels, antiques, and other prized possessions. If the homeowner has valuables like these in the home, have a homeowners insurance company identify each with an establish value. This can easily be done with receipts or an appraisal. Always keep all records in a safe, secure place. A safe deposit box at the local bank is ideal for this.

*Personal Articles Floater supplements coverage for possessions of higher monetary value, such as a diamond engagement ring, a grandfather's pocket watch, artwork, or a valuable collection.* While most homeowner's policies have limits on the dollar amount and type of loss that can be recovered, Personal Articles Floater will provide the protection which one needs for his or her most valuable possessions in the event of loss through theft, accident or natural disaster. Many different types of possessions can be accommodated by the Personal Articles Floater. Here's a quick listing of some of the items typically covered:

- cameras (video or still) and related equipment;
- china and crystal;
- coins (rare and current);
- firearms;
- furs;
- golfer's equipment;
- jewelry;
- musical instruments;
- personal computers;
- stamps (rare and current);
- silverware;
- works of fine art, including paintings, etchings, pictures and other bona fide works of art of rarity, historical value or artistic merit.
Chapter 8
Guide to Catastrophic Insurance Coverages

Guide of Catastrophic Events and Losses

Catastrophic events by definition are sudden, natural or man-made situations where change and destruction may occur without prior knowledge or preparation. Such occurrences may limit normal functions in daily living including communications and travel. Catastrophic events can dramatically affect the well-being of people throughout entire regions. Episodes such as September 11, 2001 and the 2005 tsunami in Asia have highlighted the risks borne by individuals, particularly those with limited financial resources.

A catastrophic loss exposure can be defined as “potential loss that is unpredictable and capable of producing an extraordinarily large amount of damage relative to the assets held in the insurance pool.” Despite the common convention of identifying any extraordinarily large loss as catastrophic, defining catastrophic loss from an insurance standpoint is difficult because the definition is relative.

A catastrophic loss is one that is extraordinarily large relative to the amount of property or number of exposure units in an insurance pool. Insured catastrophes occur when a single event (peril) can affect a large percentage of the loss exposure units in the insurance pool. Another way of stating this definition is that catastrophic loss potential exists when insured losses are not independent. That is, catastrophic loss potential exists when a loss to one exposure unit implies a likely loss to other exposure units. Catastrophic losses from natural disasters have two general characteristics:

- They are limited in geographic impact;
- They are not accurately predictable.

The Impact of Catastrophic Losses

In light of the severe damage associated with several hurricanes in the early 1990s, insurers have reconsidered their exposure to wind damage inflicted by hurricanes. In recent years, several insurers have withdrawn from areas highly exposed to hurricanes, while others have tried to reduce their exposure by limiting the number of new or renewal policies they write in these areas. Hurricane Andrew caused about $16.3 billion in insured losses, the largest dollar amount of damage claims ever made on the insurance system from a single
natural event. The total amount of damage done was much greater because the storm did a huge amount of damage that was not insured, including damage to roads, schools, and federal property.

Almost all insured claims were honored, though seven relatively small insurers became insolvent. As a result of this loss, financial ratings firms lowered their estimates of many insurers’ claims-paying ability. After paying their claims for the damage caused by Hurricane Andrew, many insurers restricted the amount of insurance they provided in Florida, and the state legislature had to pass several new laws to prevent the disruption of its private insurance market.

The Risk of Catastrophic Events
Catastrophic risk is a natural candidate for insurance. Catastrophic risks are difficult to measure and catastrophic events are rare, making it challenging to find micro-level risk characteristics that can be linked to financial data. Risk management theory suggests insurance is the most efficient mechanism for allocating the risks of large catastrophic events.

The catastrophe insurance market fails to appropriately manage these risks as premiums appear high relative to expected losses and little catastrophe reinsurance is purchased by insurers. Consequently, capital markets may play a significant role in bearing catastrophic risks.

Catastrophic events such as hurricanes, tornadoes, earthquakes, and terrorist attacks can cost millions if not billions of dollars in damages. In August 2005, Hurricane Katrina decimated Mississippi’s Gulf Coast and southeastern Louisiana. Many local governments lost facilities, equipment, vehicles, employees, and so on to the storm. In addition, many local government employees lost their homes, friends, coworkers, or family members, and they witnessed the evacuation of their families to other parts of the country.

Guide to The Insurability of Catastrophe Risk
Even if catastrophic risk is efficiently allocated, however, quake risk should clearly reduce the value of the property. If insurance is not purchased, the owner faces the risk of property damage. If insurance is purchased, the premiums must be paid. For a given level of current earnings, the value of a property should decline in its earthquake risk.

What makes a catastrophe risk insurable are:
- A sufficiently large number of homogenous exposures;
• An identified and quantifiable risk of loss;
• The loss needs to be fortuitous in its nature;
• The loss needs to be uncertain in its timing;
• The loss then needs to be indisputable in its occurrence;
• The occurrence should be measurable;
• The exposure should be economically feasible.

The Limits to Insurability
Insurability has its limits. All the natural and man-made risks would appear to be either instinctively insurable or un-insurable. The reinsurance market has the capacity to take on more risk than is currently placed. Exception to this is probably in the USA, where ideally limits required would be close to $100,000,000,000. The quantum of the exposure plays a deciding factor:

• Too much exposure in one place may prove to be uninsurable;

The key to insurability therefore, may lie in good exposure management. The U.S. Market is probably more aware and certainly better protected in terms of the level of catastrophe protection bought. The list of natural perils is all insurable, but change the level of probability of occurrence and it changes the picture hugely. An example of this would be when insuring a house the day before a cyclone was due to hit. Man-made risks, such as War often entail such a degree of destruction (beyond the realms of normal fire and explosion losses) that the capacity to accept these risks is beyond reach:

• Either the premium becomes prohibitive or the capacity insufficient;
• Limited war risk can be insured;
• Terrorism, especially the new breed, can be uninsurable.

Guide to Disaster Insurance
The basic difference between disaster insurance and property insurance is that disaster insurance is more specialized and covers losses against immediate occurrences that have disrupted a business, while property insurance covers property against any number of common property risks, including theft or damage from accidents.

That having been said, the trend of hybridizing everything from mutual funds to cars has also affected the insurance industry. There are now various packages that cover property from a wide range of threats and allow you to buy additional coverage for specific concerns such as flooding.
When choosing disaster insurance, you basically have two choices — a named peril policy or an all-risk policy, also known as a comprehensive policy or an open peril policy.

### Named Perils Policy vs. All-Risk Policy

The primary difference between them is that one type of policy covers what is "named" (included) in the policy while the other covers what is not included. A named peril policy is often a good choice for those business owners whose business is located in an area frequently hit by natural disasters such as hurricanes, tornados, or floods. Such a policy spells out the specific events for which you are covered. The cost of the premiums will depend on the location of the business and the likelihood of the specific peril(s). Anything not specifically named in such a policy is not covered.

An all-risk policy covers a business from damages caused by any type of disaster with the exception of those specifically excluded in the policy. Floods and earthquakes are two events that are typically excluded, but coverage for these types of disasters can be added to the policy for an additional fee. The National Flood Insurance program underwrites coverage for flooding, making it more easily available to business owners.

### Guide to Mitigation

**Mitigation defines “repetitive loss structure” as any insured structure incurring flood damage on at least two occasions in a 10-year period for which the cost of repair, on average, equals or exceeds 25% of the value of structure and authorizes $20 million per-year transfer from the National Flood Insurance Fund to Mitigation Fund phase-in in three years.**

Mitigation also provides grants (75 % federal - 25 % non-federal) to states and communities for mitigation planning: annual total of $1.5 million, with timing and amount limits ($150,000 per state, $50,000 per community, and not more than $300,000 in any state in each fiscal year). It provides grants (75 % - 25 %) to states and communities with approved mitigation plans, to implement technically feasible and cost-effective projects; annual total of $18.5 million, with timing and amount limits ($10 million per state, $3.3 million per community, and not more than $20 million in any state in any 5-year period).

Mitigation finally defines grant eligible activities: elevation, relocation, demolition, or flood-proofing of structures; acquisition of substantially damaged property for
public use; provision of technical mitigation assistance by states to communities and individuals; minor structural projects not duplicated by other federal program (not major levees, seawall, groins, unless specifically found to be cost-effective for Mitigation Fund); beach nourishment; and other measures determined by FEMA or in mitigation plans.

One of the provisions of mitigation insurance is that it provides coverage to include cost of compliance with land use and control measures adopted by states or communities, for properties that:

- are repetitive loss structures;
- have sustained flood damage in which the cost of repairs equals or exceeds 50% of the value of the structure prior to damage; or
- have sustained flood damage on multiple occasions if FEMA determines that it is cost-effective and in the best interests of the NFIP to require compliance with floodplain measures.

FEMA is not to charge more than $75 per policy to provide mitigation insurance coverage.

**Loss Mitigation Measures**

**Building Code Enforcement** -- The grading of local governments according to their building code standards and their level of enforcement and compliance could provide incentives to municipalities to reduce catastrophe losses. The Insurance Institute for Property Loss Reduction (IIPLR) — formerly the National Committee on Property Insurance (NCPI) — and Insurance Services Office, Inc. (ISO) are currently developing and testing a system for grading building codes and their enforcement by municipalities. Those municipalities with effective building codes that are well-enforced should exhibit better loss experience and receive a better grade.

**Geographic Diversification** -- Recently developed computer technology provides insurers with the tools to improve management information systems for underwriting individual risks and tracking the geographic accumulation of exposures. Such monitoring should help insurers identify geographic concentrations, measure the potential for their aggregate losses from catastrophes, assess their underwriting strategy, and more favorably position themselves for reinsurance negotiations.
Changes in Policy Forms and Coverages -- Insurers can also respond to catastrophe-induced stress by controlling costs and making affordable coverage available by changing policy forms and coverages. After 1992’s catastrophes, some insurers adopted a variety of measures involving deductible changes, limits changes, and caps on guaranteed replacement coverage.

Earthquake
An earthquake is a sudden and rapid shaking of the earth caused by the breaking and shifting of rock beneath the earth’s surface. This shaking can sometimes trigger landslides, avalanches, flash floods, fires, and tsunamis. Unlike other natural disasters such as hurricanes, there are no specific seasons for earthquakes. In the United States, about 5,000 quakes can be felt each year. Since 1900, earthquakes have occurred in 39 states and caused damage in all 50. One of the worst catastrophes in U.S. history, the San Francisco Earthquake of 1906, caused direct quake losses of about $24 million and fire losses of about $500 million, according to the National Geophysical Data Center. That would be almost $10 billion in 2000 dollars.

Most earthquakes occur when great stresses building up within the earth are suddenly released. This sudden release of this stored energy causes movement of the earth's crust along fractures, called faults, and generates shock waves. These shock waves, or seismic waves, radiate in all directions from the focus, much as ripples radiate outward in two dimensions when a pebble is dropped into a pond. The two basic types of seismic waves are body waves, or primary waves, which travel through the interior of the earth, and surface waves, which travel along the earth's surface and are believed to be responsible for most earthquake damage.

There are two types of body waves: P waves, or primary waves, and S waves, or secondary waves. The faster moving P waves are compressional waves, and the slower S waves are shear waves. Compressional waves involve a “push-pull” vibration of earth material in the same direction as the P waves are moving. In contrast, shear waves “shake” material at right angles to their path. Differences in P- and S-wave characteristics have provided much information about the structure and composition of the earth’s interior.

Hurricane
Hurricanes do most of their worst damage to houses and other smaller buildings. Hurricanes, like earthquakes, attack structures mainly from the sides. But there are significant differences between the stresses exerted by short-lived ground motions and those created by the relentless pressure of hurricane-force winds.
The wind shoves a building again and again, sometimes pushing its frame out of alignment or even lifting it off its foundation. It jabs at openings along the surface, such as windows and doors, nibbling at weak points until it finds a way to get in.

And it picks up debris and hurls it with great force at walls and windows. Hurricane winds can cause house damage in several ways. As winds exert pressure on one side of a house, left, the other side experiences less pressure, and the house can be pushed off its foundation. Winds speeding over the top of a house, center, form a low-pressure area that can pull the roof away from its moorings. If the winds break into a house through a door or window, right, pressure inside the house exerts an outward force on the walls and roof that can make the house collapse.

When a high wind blows directly against the side of a typical wood-frame house, it exerts intense pressure on that side, the windward side, and creates a low-pressure area on the opposite side, the leeward side. Thus, walls and windows on the windward side of the house are in danger of being pushed in, while on the leeward side they may be sucked right off the house. And the moment the wind breaks in through a window or door, the sudden pressure buildup inside the house can cause doors and other weak places on the leeward side to pop right out. The wind then combines with rain to destroy the interior of the house and all its contents.

**Tornado**

Tornadoes hit Texas more than any other state, but every state in the union is at least in some small amount in danger of tornadoes. April, May, and June are the primary months for tornado activity, but they can occur at any time of year. Tornadoes can occur at any moment as well. They have been known to cause additional damage before, during, and after hurricanes. Tornadoes strike very quickly with little to no warning and cause great amounts of damage. These black natural disasters of pure destructive wind force can have wind speeds in the range of 200 miles per hour. At these speeds, they can easily suck up people, houses, trees, and autos with very little trouble.

The April 6-8, 2006 Tornado Outbreak was a major tornado outbreak in the Central and parts of the Southern United States that began on April 6, 2006 in the Great Plains and continued until April 8 in South Carolina, with most of the activity on April 7. The hardest-hit area was Middle Tennessee where several strong tornadoes devastated entire neighborhoods and left nine people dead.
The worst damage took place in Gallatin, Tennessee. Other communities north of Nashville were also hard hit.

There were 74 tornadoes confirmed across 13 states, with the bulk of them coming on the afternoon and evening of April 7 across the South, particularly in Tennessee. In total, 13 deaths were reported as a result of the severe weather (12 of them in Tennessee) and over $650 million in damage was reported, of which over $630 million was in Middle Tennessee. It was the third major outbreak of 2006, hot on the heels of a major outbreak on April 2. It was also considered to be the worst disaster event in Middle Tennessee since the Nashville Tornadoes of 1998 on April 16, 1998.

If one lives in a part of the country that is especially vulnerable to tornadoes, it is imperative every member of one’s family knows in advance where to go and what to do when there is a tornado warning. Always take every warning seriously. Tornado warnings are not something to take lightly, yet unfortunately, many people do, all over the country. People who live in areas that are infrequently hit are especially prone to underestimating the damage and destruction tornadoes can cause. If one is in their house, the safest place is in the basement. If one does not have a basement, then usually the bathroom or closet is the next safest place to take refuge.

**Wildfire**

Although most significant wildfires occur in the West, the wildfire hazard is a national issue. Serious wildfires have occurred all across the country — from Washington to Maine to Florida. An average of 140,000 wildfires per year took place in the United States from 1916 to 1996. Wildfires burned an average of 14.5 million acres each year during that period. It is clear from recent episodes that losses will increase in the future.” Although the historical record shows no clear trend in the number of wildfires, the number of acres burned each year fell from a peak of 52.3 million in 1930 to 3.6 million in 1958.

Since then, the number of acres burned each year by wildfires has remained fairly steady, ranging from a high of 7.4 million in 1988 to a low of 1.6 million in 1993. The long-term decline in the number of acres burned reflects fire suppression policies aimed at extinguishing wild fires as quickly as possible. One unintended consequence of such policies has been accumulation of brush and other vegetation — fuel to feed future wildfires. Without periodic natural fires or active measures to reduce fuel, the risk and potential intensity of future fires increase.
Together, the accumulation of fuel and development in hazardous areas pose particular challenges for insureds and insurers, as well as government agencies responsible for fire prevention, mitigation, and suppression. In broad perspective, the challenges and their respective solutions fit into two categories. The first category consists of socio-environmental challenges associated with the unprecedented accumulation of fuel and population growth in areas prone to wildfire. The solutions to those challenges involve mitigating potential losses though increased understanding of fire behavior, public education, fire-safe building codes, landscaping ordinances, and the like.

**Guide to Reinsurance**

*Reinsurance is a transaction whereby one insurance company - the reinsurer - agrees to indemnify another insurance company - the ceding or primary - against all or part of the loss that the latter sustains under a policy or policies that it has issued.* It is the form of insurance where by the policy writing insurance company spreads its risk of loss by sharing part of its premiums with the reinsurer. It is the insurance company’s insurer.

Reinsurance has been defined as a contract whereby one insurer for a consideration, agrees to indemnify another insurer, either in whole or in part, against loss or liability, the risk of which the latter has assumed under a separate and distinct contract as insurer of a third party. For this service, the ceding company pays the reinsurer a premium. The purpose of reinsurance is the same as that of insurance: to spread risk.

By spreading risk within the insurance industry, reinsurance is a mechanism that enables the insurance industry to function more efficiently. Reinsurance is a creative process and each client’s requirements are unique. The reinsurer will identify a client’s financial and reinsurance needs and opportunities, and then bring together a team of specialists to create customized products and services for that client. There are several reasons that a company buys reinsurance.

Reinsurance can be thought of as “insurance of an insurance company.” As the result of an automobile accident, a court orders a driver to pay $2 million dollars to a pedestrian. An airplane is totally destroyed in a crash, and hundreds of people die. The total loss of lives and property is valued at $50 million. To a large extent, the above losses are covered by insurance policies. Large loss payments can negatively affect an insurance company’s financial results. To mitigate the potentially adverse financial effect of a single large loss or many smaller losses,
an insurance company might pay a premium to another insurance company and, in exchange, is indemnified for some or all of its loss payments.

When a loss occurs, the second insurance company pays its share to the first insurance company, which remains responsible to the insured for the entire amount of the loss. This transaction between the two insurance companies is called reinsurance. By sharing losses with another insurer, an insurance company can increase its capacity to underwrite risks and better control its underwriting results. An insurance company that issues insurance policies is called a primary insurer, and an insurance company that indemnifies another insurer for losses is called a reinsurer. A reinsurer may even indemnify another reinsurer for losses.

A ceding company is an insurance company that purchases reinsurance and cedes, or transfers, premium and losses to a reinsurer. Reinsurance allows the reinsured to write larger amounts of insurance. It protects against a single, catastrophic loss of multiple large losses. Reinsurance is a stabilizer, helping to smooth the overall operating results from year to year and easing the strain on the reinsured’s surplus during rapid premium growth. It provides a means for the reinsured to withdraw from a line of business or geographic area or production source.

**The Reinsurer and The Reinsured**

A reinsurance contract or policy (usually referred to as a treaty) is one of indemnity, in most cases, that reimburses the reinsured (ceding company) for claims, suits, or losses paid. Sometimes as a result of long-time association, a reinsurer will advance part of a loss before actual payment has been made to the ceding company. For the most part, they are contracts of indemnity and not promises to pay. Since the rapid development and use of bad faith and punitive damages as causes of action, primary and excess insurers have washed an increasing amount of dirty laundry in the courtrooms, and this has affected the relationship between ceding companies and their reinsurers.

Old concepts of trust, when reinsurers practically never interfered with an insurer’s handling of a claim or suit, and where, in fact, most reinsurers had no experienced claim personnel on their staff are gone. Today reinsurers have had to develop claim departments with highly trained, experienced, and sophisticated claim supervisors.
After a treaty is signed, there is often little cooperation between ceding companies and reinsurers, and the majority use the same tactics of alleging bad faith that has caused them so much consternation when used against them by the underlying plaintiff’s lawyers. If trust and confidence have been established, unintentional failures to report claims and other honest mistakes on both sides are not magnified into major confrontations. However, if the reinsured or ceding company starts to play games with its reinsurer, the result can be disastrous for both. The ceding company will then, at least, be subject to higher premiums, if it can get reinsurance at all.

Each party to the treaty has its responsibilities and its duties. In the past, the reinsurer usually didn’t want to be burdened with the details of the investigation and settlement negotiations of an individual claim, and was satisfied with periodic summary notices concerning the suggested reserve to be carried by the reinsurer. As long as almost everyone in the reinsurance industry was reaping a profit, the prophets of doom were left unheard. Today, the reinsurer no longer assumes that the ceding company will investigate adequately and defend properly, or use the best judgment in a decision of whether or not to settle a claim or suit. The reinsurer wants not only to be kept advised promptly concerning all developments, but also to be involved in some of the decisions, particularly as to whether the claim is to be settled or tried.

**Reinsurance Plans and Types**

Reinsurance plans are varied and many. New ones are continually being introduced and/or modified. Terminology is not always uniform, nor is there any standardization to such plans and types. Excess of loss, pro rata, or proportional types of reinsurance represent the most common forms, whereby the reinsurer pays a predetermined share of the settled claim or suit plus allocated expenses, in return for a predetermined share of the premiums that were paid to the reinsured or ceding company. **Allocated expenses** are those actual out-of-pocket expenditures that include:

- attorney’s fees;
- fees of experts needed for trial or for a determination of severity of injury or amount of loss;
- payments for records and other such expenditures

They do not include the regular expense of running a claim department like rental costs, wages, office equipment, and similar running costs. Such insurance may be written on an annual or continuing term for a line of business or for all of the
ceding company's business. Premium is set on an overall experience basis depending on lines of insurance, previous loss experience, and other similar facts.

**Stabilizing Profits**

Stabilized profit and loss ratios are an important advantage in the use of reinsurance. Good business must often be shared with others, but in return, some bad business is also shared. It is usually considered more desirable to have a somewhat lower but stable level of profits and underwriting losses than it is to have a higher but unstable level. Reinsurance arrangements do not necessarily reduce average profit levels, but they do smooth out the fluctuations that normally occur.

Reinsurance does not always mean the loss of premium volume, because one of the results of reinsurance is the procurement of new business. As a member of a group of ceding companies organized to share mutual risks, one ceding company must usually accept the business of other insurers. Some companies obtain a large portion of their total premium volume in this manner, and others engage exclusively in the reinsurance business.

**Underwriting**

If a firm wished to liquidate its business, it could conceivably cancel all its policies that are subject to cancellation and return the unearned premiums to the policyholders. This would be quite unusual in actual practice, because of the necessity of sacrificing the profit that would normally be earned on such business. It would most likely be impossible to recover in full the amount of expense that had been incurred in putting the business on the books.

Through reinsurance the liabilities for existing insurance can be transferred, and the policyholders' coverages remain undisturbed. *If an insurer desires to retire its insurance business and to cease underwriting, it may do so through reinsurance.* A life insurance policy is non-cancelable, and the policyholder has the right to continued protection. Without reinsurance, the insurer would find it difficult, if not impossible to achieve its objective of relieving itself from the obligation of seeing that the insured's coverage is continued.

**Reinsurance for Catastrophic Events**

As an alternative to mitigation, insurers can protect themselves against large losses through reinsurance, and thus reduce their probability of insolvency. The price of reinsurance can be quite expensive, particularly following a large-scale
disaster, as was evidenced after Hurricane Andrew and the Northridge earthquake. It would be interesting to determine how much reinsurance would have to be purchased to provide sufficient protection to the insurer as a function of the amount of mitigation in place. Such an analysis should provide an additional rationale for insurers to want to encourage homeowners to adopt mitigation, since they would then be able to reduce their expenditures on reinsurance.

**Reinsurance Angle**

Catastrophe bonds issued so far have been modeled on mainstream securitized products, but with a reinsurance angle. Instead of purchasing coverage from reinsurers, insurers set up a special-purpose reinsurance company. They then buy reinsurance from the special-purpose company, which in turn sells the notes to large investors. Return of the principal, interest, or both on the notes is tied to the promise of repayment by the insurer--usually if the catastrophe costs do not exceed a predetermined threshold.

The best-known of the catastrophe securitizations was led by USAA, the San Antonio-based insurer that primarily markets to active and retired military members. After testing the waters once without success, USAA has so far launched two successful securitization offerings. Both bonds were designed to underwrite high-claims costs should a catastrophe strike. USAA and its financiers said a major reason for going that route was to establish a track record for future securitized financings.

Despite lots of capacity and low rates, there are still some scenarios in which reinsurance coverage remains scarce or expensive. Sometimes you can get financing in the asset-backed market that an individual cannot get somewhere else. If all their customers want to retire to South Florida, then USAA has to write that coverage. They cannot manage where their members want to live. Even companies that can easily obtain reinsurance are pursuing securitizations. It would appear there is little need at the moment for an alternative form of risk transfer.

In a recent report on securitization, Insurance Services Office Inc., New York, estimated that, from 1995 through September 1998, insurers issued $2.7 billion in catastrophe bonds, catastrophe options, and other tools for securitizing risk. Some experts say catastrophe-based bond offerings could top out at $40 billion to $60 billion.
The real value of securitization is that, used correctly, it allows insurers to move capital off their books and frees them to concentrate on underwriting and servicing risk. If looking at the insurance business, there's too much capital, shrinking margins, and cutthroat pricing. The commercial banking business figured out that it had to rationalize; they went from around 15,000 banks to around 8,000 or 9,000 today. It is a good idea to rationalize capital.

The Mechanics of Reinsurance

A reinsurance contract written on a proportional basis simply prorates all premium, losses, and expenses between the insurer and the reinsurer on a pre-arranged basis. The proportional approach is used extensively in property reinsurance. Excess of loss contracts require the primary insurer to keep all losses up to a predetermined retention and the reinsurer to reimburse the company for any losses above that retention, up to the limits of the reinsurance contract. In simplest terms, a retention is analogous to the deductible a policyholder may have on a personal insurance policy, such as an automobile or homeowner’s policy. Insurers purchase reinsurance for essentially four reasons:

- to limit liability on specific risks;
- to stabilize loss experience;
- to protect against catastrophes;
- to increase capacity.

Depending on the ceding company's goals, different types of reinsurance contracts are available to bring about the desired result.

Limiting Liability

By providing a mechanism in which companies limit loss exposure to levels commensurate with net assets, reinsurance allows insurance companies to offer coverage limits considerably higher than they could otherwise provide. This function of reinsurance is crucial because it allows all companies, large and small, to offer coverage limits to meet their policyholders' needs. In this manner, reinsurance provides an avenue for small-to-medium size companies to compete with industry giants.

In calculating an appropriate level of reinsurance, a company takes into account the amount of its available surplus and determines its retention based on the amount of loss it can absorb financially. Surplus, sometimes referred to as policyholders' surplus, is the amount by which the assets of an insurer exceed its liabilities. A company's retention may range from a few thousand dollars to one
million dollars or more. The loss exposure above the retention, up to the policy limits of the reinsurance contract, is indemnified by the reinsurer. Reinsurance helps to stabilize loss experience on individual risks, as well as on accumulated losses under many policies occurring during a specified period.

**Cause and Probability Factors**

The mathematical principle of probability is called the law of large numbers. In insurance, a prediction must be made from actuarial experience or statistical analysis of the number of losses to be expected within a group of exposures. The law of large numbers tells us that actual losses will more accurate as the number of units of exposure increases.

Hazards are situations or factors that increase the possibility of a loss occurring, or increase the probable size of a loss should a loss occur. Hazards may be classified as physical, moral, or morale. Peril is the actual cause of the loss and is identified or referred to in the policy. **Perils include such events as fire, wind, hail, and collision with another car.** A named peril policy will provide coverage, only if the loss is caused by one of the perils specifically named or identified in the policy such as, fire, wind, or hail.
Chapter 9
Guide to Flood Insurance

Guide to the Dynamics of a Floods
A flood is an overflow of an expanse of water that submerges land, a deluge. In the sense of "flowing water", the word is applied to the inflow of the tide, as opposed to the outflow or "ebb". It is usually due to the volume of water within a body of water, such as a river or lake, exceeding the total capacity of the body, and as a result some of the water flows or sits outside of the normal perimeter of the body. It can also occur in rivers, when the strength of the river is so high it flows right out of the river channel, usually at corners or meanders. These of course, are not applicable in such instances as sea flooding.

Natural processes, such as hurricanes, weather systems, and snowmelt, can cause floods. Failure of levees and dams and inadequate drainage in urban areas can also result in flooding. On average, floods kill about 140 people each year and cause $6 billion in property damage. Although loss of life to floods during the past half-century has declined, mostly because of improved warning systems, economic losses have continued to rise due to increased urbanization and coastal development.

Guide to Flood Zones
Many people assume they’re not in a flood zone — somebody may even have told them that when they purchased their home. However, if one’s property is in a community that participates in the National Flood Insurance Program, one lives in a flood zone. The whole community has been mapped and given zone designations based on vulnerability to flooding. The major zone categories are V and A, which have the highest risk of flooding, followed by B, C, and X, which are minimal-risk zones.

The B and C zones, which have the same insurance rates, are being relabeled X zones on new flood maps. There are a few ways to find out what zone an individual is in. Building permits are issued at the town or city hall. They should also have access to flood zone maps. When an individual is buying a home, the bank appraiser should be able to inform the buyer of the flood zone for that area.
Low to Moderate Risk Area

**Zones B, C, and X**
Zones B, C, and X are the flood insurance rate zones that correspond to areas outside the 1% annual chance floodplain, areas of 1% annual chance sheet flow flooding where average depths are less than 1 foot, areas of 1% annual chance stream flooding where the contributing drainage area is less than 1 square mile, or areas protected from the 1% annual chance flood by levees. No Base Flood Elevations or depths are shown within this zone. Insurance purchase is not required in these zones.

**High Risk Areas**
In communities that participate in the NFIP, all homeowners in Zone A (high-risk) areas are required to get flood insurance in order to get a loan from a federally regulated lender. These areas have a 26% chance of flooding over the life of a 30-year mortgage.

**Zone A**
Zone A is the flood insurance rate zone that corresponds to the 1% annual chance floodplains that are determined in the Flood Insurance Study by approximate methods of analysis. Because detailed hydraulic analyses are not performed for such areas, no Base Flood Elevations or depths are shown within this zone. Mandatory flood insurance purchase requirements apply.

**Zone AE and A1-A30**
Zones AE and A1-A30 are the flood insurance rate zones that correspond to the 1-percent annual chance floodplains that are determined in the Flood Insurance Study by detailed methods of analysis. In most instances, Base Flood Elevations derived from the detailed hydraulic analyses are shown at selected intervals within this zone. Mandatory flood insurance purchase requirements apply.

**Zone AH**
Zone AH is the flood insurance rate zone that corresponds to the areas of 1% annual chance shallow flooding with a constant water-surface elevation (usually areas of ponding) where average depths are between 1 and 3 feet. The Base Flood Elevations derived from the detailed hydraulic analyses are shown at selected intervals within this zone. Mandatory flood insurance purchase requirements apply.

**Zone AO**
Zone AO is the flood insurance rate zone that corresponds to the areas of 1-percent shallow flooding (usually sheet flow on sloping terrain) where average depths are between 1 and 3 feet. Average flood depths derived from the detailed hydraulic analyses are shown within this zone. In addition, alluvial fan flood hazards are shown as Zone AO on the Flood Insurance Rate Map. Mandatory flood insurance purchase requirements apply.

Zone AR
Zone AR is the flood insurance rate zone used to depict areas protected from flood hazards by flood control structures, such as a levee, that are being restored. FEMA will consider using the Zone AR designation for a community if the flood protection system has been deemed restorable by a Federal agency in consultation with a local project sponsor; a minimum level of flood protection is still provided to the community by the system; and restoration of the flood protection system is scheduled to begin within a designated time period and in accordance with a progress plan negotiated between the community and FEMA.

Mandatory purchase requirements for flood insurance will apply in Zone AR, but the rate will not exceed the rate for an unnumbered Zone A if the structure is built in compliance with Zone AR floodplain management regulations.

For floodplain management in Zone AR areas, the property owner is not required to elevate an existing structure when making improvements to the structure. However, for new construction, the structure must be elevated (or floodproofed for non-residential structures) so that the lowest floor, including basement, is a minimum of 3 feet above the highest adjacent existing grade, if the depth of the Base Flood Elevation (BFE) does not exceed 5 feet at the proposed development site. For infill sites, rehabilitation of existing structures, or redevelopment of previously developed areas, there is a 3-foot elevation requirement regardless of the depth of the BFE at the project site.

The Zone AR designation will be removed and the restored flood control system will be shown as providing protection from the 1-percent annual chance flood on the National Flood Insurance Program map upon completion of the restoration project and submittal of all the necessary data to FEMA.

Zone A99
Zone A99 is the flood insurance rate zone that corresponds to areas within the 1-percent annual chance floodplain that will be protected by a Federal flood protection system where construction has reached specified statutory milestones.
No Base Flood Elevations or depths are shown within this zone. Mandatory flood insurance purchase requirements apply.

**High Risk - Coastal Areas**
In communities that participate in the NFIP, mandatory flood insurance purchase requirements apply to all of these zones:

**V** -- Coastal areas with a 1% or greater chance of flooding and an additional hazard associated with storm waves. These areas have a 26% chance of flooding over the life of a 30-year mortgage. No base flood elevations are shown within these zones.

**VE, V1 – 30** -- Coastal areas with a 1% or greater chance of flooding and an additional hazard associated with storm waves. These areas have a 26% chance of flooding over the life of a 30-year mortgage. Base flood elevations derived from detailed analyses are shown at selected intervals within these zones.

**Undetermined Risk Zone**
These are areas with possible but undetermined flood hazards. No flood hazard analysis has been conducted. Flood insurance rates are commensurate with the uncertainty of the flood risk.

**Zone D**
*The Zone D designation is used for areas where there are possible but undetermined flood hazards.* In areas designated as Zone D, no analysis of flood hazards has been conducted. Mandatory flood insurance purchase requirements do not apply, but coverage is available. The flood insurance rates for properties in Zone D are commensurate with the uncertainty of the flood risk.

**Zone V**
Zone V is the flood insurance rate zone that corresponds to areas within the 1% annual chance coastal floodplains that have additional hazards associated with storm waves. Because approximate hydraulic analyses are performed for such areas, no Base Flood Elevations are shown within this zone. Mandatory flood insurance purchase requirements apply.

**Zone VE**
Zone VE is the flood insurance rate zone that corresponds to areas within the 1-percent annual chance coastal floodplain that have additional hazards associated with storm waves. Base Flood Elevations derived from the detailed hydraulic
analyses are shown at selected intervals within this zone. Mandatory flood insurance purchase requirements apply.

**One Hundred Year Flood**
Rivers across the Nation seem to be rising to record flood levels almost every year. In Washington, more than one 100-year flood has happened on a few rivers in just the past several years. How can 100-year floods happen so often?

The term "100-year flood" is misleading because it leads people to believe that it happens only once every 100 years. The truth is that an uncommonly big flood can happen any year. *The term "100-year flood" is really a statistical designation, and there is a 1-in-100 chance that a flood this size will happen during any year.* Perhaps a better term would be the "1-in-100 chance flood."

The actual number of years between floods of any given size varies a lot. Big floods happen irregularly because the climate naturally varies over many years. We sometimes get big floods in successive or nearly successive years with several very wet years in a row.

Fifteen years ago, after the Midwest was swamped with what was pronounced a "100-year" or even a "500-year" flood, some folks figured they would never again see such a disaster in their lifetime. Some even dropped their flood insurance. That was a big mistake. Now, with the region struck by a supposedly once-in-a-lifetime flood for the second time since 1993, some scientists and disaster officials say the use of terms like "100-year flood" should be re-evaluated because they are often misunderstood and can give the public a false sense of security.

The United States Geological Survey, almost needs to quit using the term 100-year flood. It could happen twice a year, if you're unlucky. Or 200 years could go by without a 100-year flood.

**The Mandatory Flood Insurance Purchase Requirement**
The mandatory purchase requirement applies to all forms of federally related financial assistance for buildings located in a Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA). This requirement affects loans and grants for the purchase, construction, repair, or improvement of any publicly or privately owned building in the SFHA, including machinery, equipment, fixtures, and furnishings contained in such buildings. Financial assistance programs affected include loans and grants from agencies
such as the Department of Veterans Affairs, Farmers Home Administration, Federal Housing Administration, Small Business Administration, and Federal Emergency Management Agency.

The requirement also applies to secured mortgage loans from financial institutions, such as commercial lenders, savings and loan associations, savings banks, and credit unions that are regulated, supervised or insured by Federal agencies such as the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the Office of Thrift Supervision. It also applies to all mortgage loans purchased by Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac in the secondary mortgage market. The mandatory purchase requirement does not affect loans or financial assistance for items that are not covered by a flood insurance policy, such as vehicles, business expenses, landscaping, and vacant lots.

**National Flood Insurance Program**

The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) is a relatively recent federal program. The federal government has been actively involved in flood control since 1927, following major floods on the Mississippi River. Beginning with the Flood Control Act of 1936, Congress assigned the Corps of Engineers responsibility for flood control engineering works and later for floodplain information services. In the early 1930’s, Congress created the Tennessee Valley Authority as a regional resources development agency. Flood control was provided through the construction of dams and reservoirs. In the late 1930’s, Congress expanded Bureau of Reclamation authority to include building reservoirs for flood control purposes.

In the 1940’s, Congress authorized the Department of Agriculture to construct 11 specifically authorized projects for flood control, and in the 1950’s the department was authorized to carry out a nationwide program for upstream watershed projects. Despite these programs and rapidly rising federal expenditures for flood control, flood losses continued to rise. Federal programs continued to rely predominantly on engineering works for modifying floods. Thus it was, that in its review of Federal programs, the Task Force on Federal Flood Control Policy in 1966 urged a policy that emphasized modification of susceptibility to flooding and the impacts of flooding.

In 1968, Congress passed the National Flood Insurance Act, which created the NFIP. Congress recognized that the success of this program required that community participation be widespread, that studies be conducted to accurately assess the flood risk within each participating flood-prone community, and that
insurance premium rates be established based on the risks involved and accepted actuarial principles. To meet these objectives, the 1968 Act called for: 1) the identification and publication of information for all floodplain areas that have special flood hazards; and 2) the establishment of flood-risk zones in all such areas to be completed over a 15-year period following the passage of the act.

The State Division of Emergency Management (DEM) administers the National Flood Insurance Program under cooperative agreement with the Federal Emergency Management Agency. Training, technical assistance, and orientation are provided under the terms of the agreement to insure program knowledge and understanding by community officials, local administrators, and residents of the community. Enrollment in the National Flood Insurance Program is initiated by a voluntary agreement between the local jurisdiction and the federal government. It is agreed that if a community implements and enforces measures to reduce the risk from flooding in special flood hazard areas, the federal government will make flood insurance available within the community to mitigate future flood losses.

It happens every year. Flood waters rise. Homes are engulfed. And satellites beam photographs of these catastrophes around the world. Observers console themselves with the thought that it couldn't happen to them. But flooding can occur just about anywhere; other than fire, it is the most common and widespread natural disaster. Hurricanes, winter runoff, and heavy rains all cause flooding. And not just for people who live near rivers and other large waterways.

The National Flood Insurance Program, is a pre-disaster flood mitigation and insurance protection program designed to reduce the exalting cost of disasters. The National Flood Insurance Program, which is a voluntary program, provides a quid pro quo approach to floodplain management, which makes federally backed flood insurance available to residents and business owners in communities that agree to adopt and adhere to sound flood mitigation measures that guide development in its floodplains.

The State of Florida has over 17 million residents and 80% of them live or conduct business along or near its coastline. A significant portion of the remaining residents and business live or conduct commerce near many of the state's historical rivers and other inland floodplains. These residents and business are concerned about protecting their lives and property from future flooding. This is evidenced by the fact that 95% of all Florida communities participate in the National Flood Insurance Program. As of June 2005, there are
over 1,908,898 flood insurance policies in Florida which represents roughly 41% of total policies in effect nationwide. These policies represent $313,991,842,000 of insurance coverage, which is the first line of recovery after a flood disaster.

In Florida, the Governor has designated the Department of Community Affairs as the state coordinating agency for the National Flood Insurance Program. The State Assistance Office for the National Flood Insurance and Flood Mitigation Assistance Programs in partnership with the Federal Emergency Management Agency Region IV staff, conducts coordination activities, and provides technical assistance on pre and post-disaster flood mitigation related activities to National Flood Insurance Program participating communities.

This coordination primarily relates to construction and development activities and serves a vital intergovernmental link between and among local communities, state and regional agencies, as well as federal agencies, especially the Federal Emergency Management Agency. Additionally, the provision of timely and accurate technical assistance to residents and building trade specialists (architects, builders, contractors and developers, engineers, realtors, surveyors, and others) is vital to the implementation of compliant flood loss reduction techniques and strategies required by various agencies.

This technical assistance consists of on-site reviews, workshops and seminars, providing answers to questions, as well as sharing appropriate federal and state publications as requested. This office also serves as the state’s repository for Flood Insurance Rate Maps. As such, this office maintains a file of all receded or supersede Flood Insurance Rate Maps which are used to assist insurance agents in properly rating structures based upon dates of construction.

The implementation of pre-disaster mitigation incentives, such as the Community Rating System Program and the Flood Mitigation Assistance Program, serve Florida’s residents and businesses that continue to experience high growth and development. Florida local communities constitute the largest number of participants in the Community Rating System, which provides a comprehensive approach to flood mitigation. In fact, this high level of Community Rating System participation supports the implementation of the Flood Mitigation Assistance Program, which is targeted toward the reduction of repetitive flood loss structures, and requires a Flood Mitigation Plan often prepared by Community Rating System participating communities.
The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) defines flooding as “a general and temporary condition during which the surface of normally dry land is partially or completely inundated. Two adjacent properties or two or more acres must be affected.” OK, so it’s only slightly clearer than mud. According to NFIP’s definition, flooding can be caused by any one of the following:

- the overflow of inland or tidal waters;
- the unusual and rapid accumulation or runoff of surface waters from any source such as heavy rainfall;
- the incidence of mudslides or mudflows caused by flooding which are comparable to a river of liquid and flowing mud;
- or the collapse or destabilization of land along the shore of a lake or other body of water resulting from erosion or the effect of waves or water currents exceeding normal, cyclical levels.

Many individuals have learned a lesson the hard way similar to many in the spring of 1997 in the upper Midwest, when experts predicted flood waters would be the highest in the 150 years that records have been kept. The devastation was caused by runoff from the snows that hit the upper Midwest and Rocky Mountains. Residents of North Dakota, South Dakota, and Minnesota all suffered serious losses.

Forms

Dwelling Forms
The Dwelling Policy Form is issued to homeowners, residential renters, or owners of residential buildings containing two to four units. In communities participating in the NFIP Regular Program or Emergency Program the dwelling policy provides building and/or contents coverage for:

- Detached, single-family, non-condominium residence with incidental occupancy limited to less than 50% of the total floor area;
- Two- to four- family, non-condominium building with incidental occupancy limited to less than 25% of the total floor area;
- Dwelling unit in residential condominium building;
- Residential townhouse/rowhouse;
- Manufactured mobile homes.

General Property Form
The General Property Policy Form is issued to owners of residential buildings with five or more units, owners or lessees of non-residential buildings or units,
and to owners or lessees of non-residential buildings or units. In communities participating in the NFIP Regular Program or Emergency Program the General Property Policy provides building and/or contents coverage for these and similar “other residential” risks:

- Hotel or motel with normal guest occupancy of 6 months or more;
- Apartment building;
- Residential cooperative building;
- Dormitory;
- Assisted-living facility.

And non-residential risks:

- Shop, restaurant, or other business;
- Mercantile building;
- Grain bin, silo, or other farm building;
- Agricultural or industrial processing facility;
- Factory;
- Warehouse;
- Poolhouse, clubhouse, or other recreational building;
- House of worship;
- School;
- Hotel or motel with normal guest occupancy of less than 6 months;
- Licensed bed-and-breakfast inn;
- Retail;
- Nursing home;
- Non-residential condominium;
- Condominium building with less than 75% of its total floor area in residential use;
- Detached garage;
- Tool shed;
- Stock, inventory, or other commercial contents.

**Residential Condominium Building Association Policy (RCBAP) Form**
The Residential Condominium Building Association Policy Form is issued to residential condominium associations on behalf of association and unit owners. In participating NFIP Regular Program communities only, provides building coverage and, if desired, coverage of commonly owned contents for residential condominium building with 75% or more of its total floor area in residential use.
Provisions of Flood Insurance Policies
When flooding does occur, it can lead to financial upheaval or ruin if an individual does not have the proper kind of insurance. In this case, a “basic homeowner” policy will not do. An individual needs flood insurance. Flood insurance is a special policy backed by the federal government, with cooperation from local communities and private insurance companies. **More than 18,000 communities** have agreed to stricter zoning and building measures to control floods. Residents in these communities are entitled to purchase flood insurance through NFIP. Those who own property in certain coastal barrier areas are excluded from the federal program.

About 200 insurance companies, possibly including the company that already handles homeowner’s or auto insurance, write and service the policies for the government, which finances the program through premiums. The average flood policy premium is about $350 a year; some people in low-risk zones can obtain flood insurance for as little as $106 a year.

**Americans Unprotected Against Flood Loss**
Even though flood insurance is relatively inexpensive, most Americans are unprotected against flood loss. According to the Federal Insurance Administration, of the approximately 10 million households in so-called Special Flood Hazard Areas — the most vulnerable to flood — no more than a quarter are covered by flood insurance. Yet in these special hazard areas, flooding is 26 times more likely to occur than a fire over the course of a typical 30-year mortgage.

People in less hazardous zones, who are even less likely to have flood insurance, also miscalculate their risks. Almost a quarter of the claims paid out for flood damage come from the low- and moderate-risk zones, where people often think — wrongly — that flooding only happens to people living on river banks. Clearly, many Americans are gambling — and the odds are not in their favor. To landlubbers, there are many misconceptions about the power of floods and the value of having flood insurance.

**Flood Insurance to Protect People**
Flood insurance is the type of insurance specifically designed to protect people, financially, from losses sustained as a result of flood. Unfortunately, many property owners do not find out until it is too late that their regular insurance policies do not cover flooding. Federal flood insurance protects most valuable assets.
Actual cash value vs. replacement cost

The “Dwelling” (home) and “General Property” (commercial) insurance are both written on an actual cash-value basis, which is the replacement cost minus depreciation. This arrangement helps keep insurance rates down, but is not always an ideal situation when it's time to present a claim. There is a special consideration for single-family homes. If one lives in the home 80% of the time and carry flood insurance for at least 80% of its replacement value at the time of a flood, NFIP will pay replacement cost on the building portion of the policy, up to the limits purchased.

An example could be when the home’s market value is $250,000, but the owner only purchased coverage of $200,000. The home is completely destroyed in a flood. The flood insurance will pay the costs of rebuilding the home, but only up to $200,000, the limit that was purchased. Contents are always settled on an actual cash basis. As one insurer advises, just remember, “contents equal cash.”

A flood insurance policy will cover only against damages caused by flooding. For coverage against other perils such as fire, one will need to purchase a regular property insurance policy. Under the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), an owner can purchase up to $250,000 in building insurance and $100,000 in contents coverage for one- to four-family homes. Commercial establishments can have up to $500,000 for building and business property.

Excess coverage is available. Coverage is up to $500,000 for dwellers and up to $1 million for businesses — though these policies have the same exclusion clauses as the basic flood program policy. Flood insurance policies have separate policies to cover the building and the building’s contents, thus covering them separately. Contents coverage includes personal possessions, furniture, and anything else inside the structure.

One must ask for the contents provision for it to be added to the policy. A separate deductible for the building and the contents portion of your policy will have to be paid. The building and contents rules involving basements are restricted and tricky. A furnace, for example, is treated as part of the dwelling, but washers, dryers, and freezers are viewed as contents.

Preferred Risk Policy

The Preferred Risk Policy is a lower-cost option covering buildings and contents in low-to-moderate risk areas. It is available for both residential and commercial
properties and covers both your home and its contents for one combined price, with the same coverage limits as standard flood insurance policies.

To qualify for a Preferred Risk Policy, your building must be in a low-to-moderate risk flood zone and have had minimal losses.

- Residential Preferred Risk Policy premiums start as low as $119 per year for building and contents coverage.
- Commercial premiums start at $550 per year for combined building and contents coverage, or $145 per year for contents only.

The policy premium will be based on a number of factors, including the current risk level and the amount of coverage wanted.

**Eligibility Requirements**
This inexpensive policy is available for homeowners with a 1- to 4-family residential building located in a low- to moderate-risk area, which is indicated by a B, C, or X zone on the current Flood Insurance Rate Map. The PRP is not available in the Emergency Program or in Special Flood Hazard Areas. Condominium units, except for townhouse/rowhouse type buildings, are not eligible under the PRP. However, should any of the following conditions exist, based on the building's flood loss history regardless of ownership, a Preferred Risk Policy cannot be written:

- 2 loss payments, each more than $1,000;
- 3 or more loss payments, regardless of amount;
- 2 Federal Disaster Relief payments, each more than $1,000;
- 3 Federal Disaster Relief payments, regardless of amount;
- 1 flood insurance claim payment and 1 flood disaster relief payment; (including loans and grants), each more than $1,000.

**Understanding Mitigation**
Mitigation is the effort to reduce loss of life and property by lessening the impact of disasters. This is achieved through risk analysis, which results in information that provides a foundation for mitigation activities that reduce risk, and flood insurance that protects financial investment.

FEMA’s Mitigation Directorate manages the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) and implements a variety of programs authorized by Congress to reduce
losses that may result from natural disasters. Effective Mitigation efforts can break the cycle of disaster damage, reconstruction, and repeated damage.

*Mitigation's Value to Society*

*Mitigation* is valuable to society in these ways:

- **It creates safer communities by reducing loss of life and property damage.** For example, the rigorous building standards adopted by 20,000 communities across the country are saving the nation more than $1.1 billion a year in prevented flood damages.

- **It allows individuals to minimize post-flood disaster disruptions and recover more rapidly.** For example, homes built to NFIP standards incur less damage from floods. And when floods do cause damages, flood insurance protects the homeowner's investment, as it did for the more than 200,000 Gulf Coast residents who received more than $23 billion in payments following the 2005 hurricanes.

- **It lessens the financial impact on individuals, communities, and society as a whole.** For example, a recent study by the Multi-hazard Mitigation Council shows that each dollar spent on mitigation saves society an average of four dollars.

**FEMA and Flood Damage Mitigation**

The FMA program was created as part of the National Flood Insurance Reform Act with the goal of reducing or eliminating claims under the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). FEMA provides FMA funds to assist States and communities implement measures that reduce or eliminate the long-term risk of flood damage to buildings, manufactured homes, and other structures insurable under the National Flood Insurance Program. Three types of FMA grants are available to States and communities:

- **Planning Grants** to prepare Flood Mitigation Plans. Only NFIP-participating communities with approved Flood Mitigation Plans can apply for FMA Project grants.

- **Project Grants** to implement measures to reduce flood losses, such as elevation, acquisition, or relocation of NFIP-insured structures. States are encouraged to prioritize FMA funds for applications that include repetitive loss properties; these include structures with 2 or more losses each with a claim of at least $1,000 within any ten-year period since 1978.

- **Technical Assistance Grants** for the State to help administer the FMA program and activities. Up to ten percent (10%) of Project grants may be awarded to States for Technical Assistance Grants.
Chapter 10
Toxic Mold Syndrome and Insurance Coverage

Guide to the Toxic Mold And Insurance Crisis
Mold is bad enough for the market to have really gone into a rather critical situation. Critical, in the sense that many consumers who are in a situation where they need to buy a policy because they are buying or selling a property, but they lack of adequate coverage is holding up the loan transaction. Mortgage lenders are grappling with insurance issues related to toxic mold that could hobble the state's lending industry. Mold has not caused problems for lenders in some states. Some lenders believe mold is not really their problem. They see it as a headache for insurers that lenders can mostly leave alone.

That could change if insurance gets scarce, too expensive or even disappears. Suddenly, the office building that’s the collateral for the loan would be exposed to uninsured losses. Toxic mold has already caused the state's major insurers to temporarily cease writing new P&C policies or to alter existing coverage, without which property loans cannot be underwritten. This is an issue with huge potential ramifications in many states. The long-term consequences might be increased interest rates, because the lender would be unable to resell the loan, so there would be increased administration, time, and costs. That would be the biggest potential disruption, and it would be huge.

In Texas, huge mold lawsuit settlements caused several lenders to temporarily suspend writing new policies for homes or commercial buildings. The suspension delayed buyers from closing on loans, because it took them longer to get insurance. Texas has seen more claims for mold because homeowner’s policies in the Lone Star state, unlike policies in the rest of the nation, require insurers to pay for water damage caused by maintenance problems.

Even so, some in the industry are keeping watch. For all we know, toxic mold may turn out to be the worst threat to public health since yellow fever. But right now an individual does not see toxic mold everywhere; but in full view is the publicity about toxic mold. That is the inevitable consequence of big damage awards such as $32 million to a family with a moldy mansion in Texas, big names such as Erin Brockovich’s house in southern California is moldy too.

Concern about toxic mold and other building-related health problems did not materialize overnight, and it is not necessarily mass hysteria. Molds are
undesirable when they grow where we don’t want them, such as in commercial buildings. **Over 270 species of mold have been identified as living in some homes. Molds that grow inside may be different from the ones found outdoors.**

**Characteristics of House Mold**

Mold can be harmful or helpful—depending on where it grows. Mold needs moisture to grow. Molds are microscopic fungi, a group of organisms which also includes mushrooms and yeasts. Fungi are highly adapted to grow and reproduce rapidly, producing spores and mycelia in the process. Foods spoil because of mold. Leaves decay and pieces of wood lying on the ground rot due to mold.

That fuzzy black growth on wet window sills is mold. Paper or fabrics stored in a damp place get a musty smell due to the action of molds. Molds can be useful to people. The drug Penicillin is obtained from a specific type of mold. Some foods and beverages are made by the actions of molds. Molds will grow if we provide them with moisture and nutrients. If we keep things dry, molds do not grow.

High moisture levels can be the result of water coming in from the outside, through the floor, walls or roof; or from plumbing leaks; or moisture produced by the people living in the home, through daily activities like bathing, washing clothes, or cooking. Water enters the building when there is a weakness or failure in the structure. Moisture accumulates within the home when there is not enough ventilation to expel that moisture.

Since molds grow by “eating” the organic material, they gradually destroy whatever they are feeding on. Mold growth on surfaces can often be seen as a colored spot, frequently green, gray, brown, black, or white. It commonly appears as a powdery, fuzzy, or hair-like material. Actively growing molds typically produce odors, sometimes described as earthy or moldy, or like mildew, old dirty socks, or ammonia. Molds release thousands of microscopic spores, which are lightweight, easily airborne and carried by air currents to surrounding areas. The spores must have both food and moisture to actually start growing, similar to plant seeds.

Damage to materials is one concern. Materials get stained or discolored, and over time they are ruined. Moldy paper and cardboard disintegrate over time. Fabrics are damaged. Continued mold growth can be indicative of moisture conditions favorable for growth of fungi that cause wood rot and structural
damage. When molds are growing inside the home, there may be health concerns.

Molds release chemicals and spores. Health experts indicate that, depending on the type of mold present in a home, the amount and degree of exposure, and the health condition of the occupant, the health effects of mold can range from being insignificant to causing allergic reactions and illness. Pregnant women, infants, the elderly and those with health problems, such as respiratory disease or a weakened immune system, are more at risk when exposed to mold.

**Physical Signs of a Mold Problem**

It is common to find mold spores in the air inside office buildings, and on most surfaces including file cabinets, walls, and furniture. Most of the time, mold spores found indoors come from outdoor sources. Routine cleaning helps to keep these levels low. Cleaning small areas of visible mold, such as mold that may occur around a shower or bathroom area is necessary to prevent unsanitary conditions.

The level of concern greatly increases when there are large amounts of active mold growth. **Large-scale mold problems are most likely to occur** when there has been an on-going water leak, a flood, or very high levels of humidity in the home. Indoor mold growth may cause very high levels of airborne mold spores, which, in turn, may cause the spread of mold growth from the original source to other areas where high moisture levels exist.

Extensive mold growth can damage a building and its interior decor, such as carpets, sofas, cabinets, and chairs. In time, unchecked mold growth can cause damage to the structural elements. While there is no practical way to eliminate all mold in the indoor environment, keeping a building clean and dry can prevent extensive growth and its related damage.

**Discoloration**

Discoloration is a sign of mold. However, all discoloration is not due to mold. Carpeting near baseboards, for example, can be stained by outdoor pollution. Stains or soot may also be caused by the smoke from burning candles or cigarettes. Mold may be any color: black, white, red, orange, yellow, blue, or violet. Dab a drop of household bleach onto a suspected spot. If the stain loses its color or disappears, it may be mold. If there is no change, it probably is not mold.
**Smell/Odor**
Sometimes molds are hidden and cannot be seen. A musty or earthy smell often indicates the presence of molds. But a smell may not be present for all molds. Even when a smell is not noticed, wet spots, dampness, or evidence of a water leak are indications of moisture problems and mold may follow.

**Mold Inspection and Testing**
Indoor air quality evaluations are performed on-site with data-logging air quality monitors, surrogate gas monitors, toxic gas monitors, quantitative bio-aerosol apparatus, and traditional chemical pollutant collection techniques. Building operation, an essential diagnostic for potential indoor air quality issues, is thoroughly evaluated. Current methods for sampling, identification, testing, etc. are also complicating the issues. The problematic airborne bio-aerosols can be very difficult to quantify and qualify with "snap-shot" test methods that provide meaningful and reproducible results.

An individual may suspect hidden mold if a building smells moldy, even when the source cannot be seen or if the property owner knows that there has been water damage and residents are reporting health problems. Mold may be hidden in places such as the backside of dry wall, wallpaper, or paneling, the topside of ceiling tiles, the underside of carpets and pads, etc.

Other possible locations of hidden mold include areas inside walls around pipes (with leaking or condensing pipes), the surface of walls behind furniture (where condensation forms), inside ductwork, and in roof materials above ceiling tiles (due to roof leaks or insufficient insulation). Investigating hidden mold problems may be difficult and will require caution when the investigation involves disturbing potential sites of mold growth.

For example, removal of wallpaper can lead to a massive release of spores if there is mold growing on the underside of the paper. If an individual believes that there is a hidden mold problem, he or she may consider hiring an experienced professional to do a thorough inspection and give remediation suggestions.

**Standards and Guidelines for Testing**
Regardless of which sampling technique is utilized, it is difficult to find definitive standards for comparison of fungal sample results. The instruction manual that OSHA uses for its inspectors has some recommendations for indicators of indoor contamination (these are noted in colony forming units per cubic meter of air (cfu/m3). OSHA tells its inspectors that levels of 1000 cfu/m3 or greater indoors
is a matter of concern for further investigation. The American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) has a relatively new manual on biological contamination.

But, even that doesn’t have “hard numbers” for either cultured sample or direct analysis sample results. What most of the expert guidance documents do indicate is that comparisons should be made between out-of-doors and inside the building, and between complaint areas and non-complaint areas with the levels and types of biological organisms compared to determine whether indoor amplification is present. The wide range of natural spore levels is dependent on the season, the surrounding vegetation, and even time of day. This fact makes the collection of out-of-doors comparison samples critical. However, these sorts of comparisons are not very helpful in determining the effectiveness of mold cleanups or even doing the risk assessment for the building occupants who have complaints about the indoor environments.

In an effort to deal more effectively with such cases, a number of scientists and consultants around the country have assembled large bodies of anecdotal information that relates fungal counts from direct analysis samples to complaints and symptoms of building occupants. This data has pushed a number of experts to adopt 2000 counts of mold spores per cubic meter of air as a maximum for a clean building. In some cases, testing a building for mold may not be recommended. Testing in most instances is costly and usually produces results that have very little, if any, practical value.

At worst, test results can be misleading. There are a number of inherent limitations to mold testing. Testing is only warranted when there is a clear objective that can only be met through obtaining sampling data. In a residential setting, there are more reliable and cost effective methods for identifying environments needing intervention. A thorough visual inspection looking for mold growth or signs of water damage and wetness and locating sources of mold odors by smell is recommended.

Once mold growth has been located, appropriate actions are needed to correct the source of the moisture and remove mold contamination. Testing of moldy materials or an air sample identifies the types of molds that may be present, but does not identify the cause/source of moisture. Testing of a moldy material involves sending a swab, imprint on a Scotch tape or piece of the material to a competent laboratory. Air sampling requires specialized equipment.
An air sample typically captures mold spores in a period of minutes. Since replicate samples must be taken due to variations in the airborne molds over time (even hours) and compared with outdoor samples, air testing is both expensive and time-consuming. Interpretation of test results may not be very useful, since there are no advocated “safe levels” of indoor molds, and the results will not tell the health risks from the molds.

**Spore Trap**
This indoor air quality sampler is a particulate sampling cassette, Zefon Air-O-Cell Cassette, designed for rapid collection and analysis of a wide range of airborne aerosols including mold spores, pollen, insect parts and skin fragments. These types of samples are used to detect for total spore counts. It is useful for rapid analysis of airborne contaminants in IAQ testing, allergy testing, and flood restoration monitoring. Media is easy to store and has a long-shelf life; results are semi-quantitative and relates directly to airborne exposure; rapid analysis of results. Differentiation between viable and non-viable organisms is difficult.

**Anderson N-6 Bio-aerosol Sampler**
This is a single stage petri plate impactor that consists of an aluminum device held together by three spring clamps and is sealed with O-ring gaskets. A high volume of air is drawn through the sampler causing multiple jets of air to direct airborne particles toward the surface of the agar collection plate. This will lead to biological growth if any microorganisms are present in the air that is sampled. A short collection period (3-5 minutes @ 28.3 lpm) should be used to prevent the plates from being overgrown by microorganisms. The sampler should be disinfected with isopropyl alcohol between each use and the media that’s expired, has cracks, or possible contamination should not be used.

**Swab/Tape Sampling for Building Surfaces**
A swab sample is collected with sterile cotton “Q-tip” applicator that has been moistened with sterile growth media. The area to be swabbed should be performed by a person wearing sterile latex, surgical gloves and the cotton head of the applicator is broken off into the growth solution vial. The vial and swabbed applicator sent to a lab for plate culturing and counting. This type of testing is inexpensive; non-destructive; rapid analysis for spore counts; results can be quantitative and cultured for speciation; sampling can be performed on irregular surfaces. But the results do not relate directly to airborne exposures; fungal structures may be damaged during collection, causing identification of the mold to be less accurate; spores may germinate before lab analysis; and sample collection does not work well on dry surfaces.
Environmental Control and Mold Growth

Like other organisms, mold requires food and water to grow. There are two basic objectives in mold remediation: eliminate the moisture source and eliminate the food source. Since it is virtually impossible to entirely eliminate the presence of mold spores, mold remediation instead focuses on stopping the growth and spread of mold. This is accomplished by first eliminating all moisture sources. Once moisture is gone, the mold can no longer spread to new locations.

Remediation then focuses on eliminating food sources (such as wood, concrete, etc.), which must be thoroughly cleaned to ensure that no mold survives. Professional mold remediation requires more than just eliminating existing mold. Mold remediation includes preventing the spread of mold and eliminating potential mold problems in the future.

Mold remediation also involves containment of existing mold (so that it does not spread), controlling the air movement, protecting the occupants from mold, protecting the technicians from the mold, proper disposal of waste materials and in-depth cleaning of the affected areas. Mold can always return. After mold remediation, it becomes the owner/occupant's responsibility to take steps so that conditions for mold growth do not reappear.

The Remediation Process

The use of respiratory protection, gloves, and eye protection is recommended during the remediation process. Extensive contamination, particularly if heating, ventilating, air conditioning (HVAC) systems or large occupied spaces are involved, should be assessed by an experienced health and safety professional and remediated by personnel with training and experience handling environmentally contaminated materials. Lesser areas of contamination can usually be assessed and remediated by building maintenance personnel.

Fungi in buildings may cause or exacerbate symptoms of allergies (such as wheezing, chest tightness, shortness of breath, nasal congestion, and eye irritation), especially in persons who have a history of allergic diseases. Individuals with persistent health problems that appear to be related to fungi or other bioaerosol exposure should see their physicians for a referral to practitioners who are trained in occupational/environmental medicine or related specialties and are knowledgeable about these types of exposures. Except in cases of widespread fungal contamination that are linked to illnesses throughout a building, building-wide evacuation is not indicated.
Prompt remediation of contaminated material and infrastructure repair is the primary response to fungal contamination in buildings. Emphasis should be placed on preventing contamination through proper building and HVAC system maintenance and prompt repair of water damage. Emphasis should be on ensuring proper repairs of the building infrastructure, so that water damage and moisture buildup does not recur.

**The Levels of Mold Remediation**

There are five different levels of abatement described below. The size of the area impacted by fungal contamination primarily determines the type of remediation. The sizing levels below are based on professional judgment and practicality; currently there is not adequate data to relate the extent of contamination to frequency or severity of health effects. The goal of remediation is to remove or clean contaminated materials in a way that prevents the emission of fungi and dust contaminated with fungi from leaving a work area and entering an occupied or non-abatement area, while protecting the health of workers performing the abatement.

**Level I** — This includes small isolated areas (10 sq. ft or less) which would include ceiling tiles, small areas on walls. Remediation can be conducted by regular building maintenance staff. Such persons should receive training on proper clean-up methods, personal protection, and potential health hazards. This training can be performed as part of a program to comply with the requirements of the OSHA Hazard Communication Standard (29 CFR 1910.1200).

Respiratory protection (e.g., N95 disposable respirator), in accordance with the OSHA respiratory protection standard (29 CFR 1910.134), is recommended. Gloves and eye protection should be worn, and the work area should be unoccupied. Vacating people from spaces adjacent to the work area is not necessary. Containment of the work area is not necessary. Dust suppression methods, such as misting (not soaking) surfaces prior to remediation, are recommended. Contaminated materials that cannot be cleaned should be removed from the building in a sealed plastic bag.

**Level II** — This would include mid-sized isolated areas (10 - 30 sq. ft.) which would refer to individual wallboard panels. Remediation can be conducted by regular building maintenance staff. Such persons should receive training on proper clean-up methods, personal protection, and potential health hazards. This training can be performed as part of a program to comply with the requirements
of the OSHA Hazard Communication Standard (29 CFR 1910.1200). Respiratory protection (e.g., N95 disposable respirator), in accordance with the OSHA respiratory protection standard (29 CFR 1910.134), is recommended. Gloves and eye protection should be worn.

The work area should be unoccupied. Vacating people from spaces adjacent to the work area is not necessary. The work area should be covered with a plastic sheet(s) and sealed with tape before remediation, to contain dust/debris. Dust suppression methods, such as misting (not soaking) surfaces prior to remediation, are recommended. Contaminated materials that cannot be cleaned should be removed from the building in sealed plastic bags. There are no special requirements for the disposal of moldy materials. The work area and areas used by remedial workers for egress should be HEPA vacuumed (a vacuum equipped with a High-Efficiency Particulate Air filter) and cleaned with a damp cloth and/or mop and a detergent solution. All areas should be left dry and visibly free from contamination and debris.

**Level III** -- This would include large isolated areas *(30-100 square feet)* which would refer to several wallboard panels. A health and safety professional with experience performing microbial investigations should be consulted prior to remediation activities to provide oversight for the project. The following procedures at a minimum are recommended: Personnel trained in the handling of hazardous materials and equipped with respiratory protection, (e.g., N95 disposable respirator), in accordance with the OSHA respiratory protection standard (29 CFR 1910.134), is recommended. Gloves and eye protection should be worn.

The work area and areas directly adjacent should be covered with a plastic sheet and taped before remediation, to contain dust/debris. Seal ventilation ducts/grills in the work area and areas directly adjacent with plastic sheeting. The work area and areas directly adjacent should be unoccupied. Further vacating of people from spaces near the work area is recommended in the presence of infants, persons having undergone recent surgery, immune suppressed people, or people with chronic inflammatory lung diseases (e.g., asthma, hypersensitivity pneumonitis, and severe allergies). Dust suppression methods, such as misting (not soaking) surfaces prior to remediation, are recommended.

**Level IV** -- This would include extensive contamination in an area greater than 100 contiguous square feet in an area. A health and safety professional with experience performing microbial investigations should be consulted prior to
remediation activities to provide oversight for the project. The following procedures are recommended: Personnel trained in the handling of hazardous materials equipped with: full-face respirators with high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) cartridges Disposable protective clothing covering both head and shoes gloves; containment of the affected area: Complete isolation of work area from occupied spaces using plastic sheeting sealed with duct tape (including ventilation ducts/grills, fixtures, and any other openings)

The use of an exhaust fan with a HEPA filter to generate negative pressurization; airlocks and decontamination room; vacating people from spaces adjacent to the work area is not necessary, but is recommended in the presence of infants (less than 12 months old), persons having undergone recent surgery, immune suppressed people, or people with chronic inflammatory lung diseases (e.g., asthma, hypersensitivity pneumonitis, and severe allergies).

**Level V** -- This refers to remediation of HVAC systems. Remediation can be conducted by regular building maintenance staff. Such persons should receive training on proper clean-up methods, personal protection, and potential health hazards. This training can be performed as part of a program to comply with the requirements of the OSHA Hazard Communication Standard (29 CFR 1910.1200). Respiratory protection (e.g., N95 disposable respirator), in accordance with the OSHA respiratory protection standard (29 CFR 1910.134), is recommended. Gloves and eye protection should be worn.

The HVAC system should be shut down prior to any remedial activities. The work area should be covered with a plastic sheet(s) and sealed with tape before remediation, to contain dust/debris. Dust suppression methods, such as misting (not soaking) surfaces prior to remediation, are recommended. Growth-supporting materials that are contaminated, such as the paper on the insulation of interior lined ducts and filters, should be removed. Other contaminated materials that cannot be cleaned should be removed in sealed plastic bags. There are no special requirements for the disposal of moldy materials.

**Liability From Toxic Mold**
Concern about the consequences of mold contamination has become one of today’s top subjects. The implications of the emerging mold issue for insurance and the economy are serious. From the insurance perspective, damage from mold, like rust, rot and mildew is specifically excluded in the standard P&C policy. Mold contamination is covered under some property policies only if it is the result of a covered peril. For example, the costs of cleaning
up mold caused by water from a burst pipe are covered under the policy, because water
damage from a burst pipe is a covered peril.

But mold caused by water from excessive humidity, leaks, condensation, or flooding is a
maintenance issue for the property owner, like termite or mildew prevention, and is not
covered by the policy. Most people routinely clean up mold before it grows large enough to
become a hazard. Caught early, mold usually can be removed by a thorough cleaning with
bleach and water.

While mold has been around for millennia, the number of mold claims submitted to home
insurers only increased significantly during the past few years. But if insurers are now going
to be asked to pay claims for something that is not covered in the policy, the price of home
insurance will inevitably rise. Should the longstanding coverage exclusion for mold be eroded
by jury verdicts or judicial interpretations, the basic premises on which the property insurance
contract is based will be reversed, and the economic consequences will be severe. To
prevent this, corrective action by regulators and legislators is being considered. To avoid
confusion, many insurers are now inserting clarifying language in their policies. Some
companies may decide to cover all mold claims and price the policy accordingly.

Others may exclude mold, but offer an attachment to the policy, called an endorsement, that
allows you to add the coverage. Other companies may provide a tighter definition of what is
and what is not covered, while some may prefer to create an absolute exclusion. Most major
insurers have announced some form of restriction on writing water damage policies.

Potential rate increases needed to cover the cost of mold claims threaten to make home
insurance coverage unaffordable for some and unavailable for others. A crisis in the price
and availability of homeowner's coverage could have far-reaching effects on home sales
and, as a result, the economy as a whole. As to mold in general, there are more than
100,000 species of mold of which at least 1,000 are common in the United States. According
to the Center for Disease Control (CDC), there is always a little mold everywhere – in the air
and on many surfaces. The CDC suggests people should take routine measures to prevent
mold growth in the home, usually by stopping the accumulation of moisture. Home owners
should be aware that mold should be cleaned up as soon as it appears.

Keep in mind that mold cannot grow without access to moisture. The most effective way to
treat mold is to immediately correct underlying water damage and clean the affected area.
The common health concerns from molds include hay fever-like allergic symptoms, the CDC
reports.
Certain individuals with chronic respiratory disease may experience difficulty breathing. Individuals with immune suppression may be at increased risk for infection from molds. Anyone with these conditions should consult a qualified medical clinician. There are very few case reports that molds containing certain mycotoxins inside homes can cause unique or rare health conditions and a causal link between the mold and these conditions, has not been proven, the CDC says.

**Toxic Mold Insurance Regulation**
Who is ultimately responsible for paying for mold and its effects has become a national debate between insurance companies and property owners. Congress has even stepped into the fray. The U.S. House is considering a bill that would create a National Toxic Mold Insurance Program which would provide consumers with a second level of protection, covering losses beyond what their insurance policy pays. In the meantime, insurers, and builders are battling in the media and in the courtroom.

**The United States Toxic Mold Safety and Protection Act**
The growth of “toxic mold" is becoming a problem of monumental proportions. *Exposure to mold growth* in residential, public, and commercial buildings *is believed to have caused serious medical conditions which include bleeding lungs, digestive problems, hair loss, nausea, loss of memory, reduced cognitive skills, and death*. Property damage from mold growth has destroyed millions of dollars in real estate and forced homeowners to the curb.

The United States Toxic Mold Safety and Protection Act will mandate comprehensive research into mold growth, create programs to educate the public about the dangers of toxic mold, and provide assistance to victims. In addition, the Act will generate guidelines for preventing indoor mold growth, establish standards for removing mold when it does grow, provide grants for mold removal in public buildings, authorize tax credits for inspection and/or remediation of mold hazards, and create a national insurance program to protect homeowners from catastrophic losses. Taken as a whole, the Toxic Mold Safety and Protection Act will attack indoor mold growth with good science, public awareness, and tangible relief.

**Provisions of the Bill**
- **Title I - Research and Public Education --** The Bill directs the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and Centers for Disease Control (CDC) to examine the effects of different molds on human health and develop accurate scientific information on the hazards presented by indoor mold. The Bill directs EPA and the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) respectively, to establish guidelines that identify conditions that facilitate indoor mold growth and measures that can be implemented to prevent such growth. The guidelines will also address mold inspection, testing, and remediation. The Bill asks EPA and HUD to establish guidelines for certifying mold inspectors and remediators.

- **Title II - Housing and Real Property Provisions** -- The Bill requires mold inspections for multi-unit residential property and mold inspections for all property that is purchased or leased using funds that are guaranteed by the federal government. The Bill also requires mold inspections in public housing. The Bill requires, to whatever extent possible, that local jurisdictions modify building codes to minimize mold hazards in new construction.

- **Title IV - Indoor Mold Hazard Assistance** -- The Bill authorizes grants for mold removal in public buildings.

- **Title V - Tax Provisions** -- The Bill authorizes tax credits for inspection and/or remediation of mold hazards.

- **Title VI - National Toxic Mold Insurance Program** -- The Bill creates a National Toxic Mold Insurance Program administered by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) to protect homeowners from catastrophic losses. Many homeowners are finding that insurance companies will not offer adequate coverage for mold.

- **Title VII - Health Care Provisions** -- The Bill enables States to provide Medicaid coverage to mold victims who are unable to secure adequate health care.
Chapter 11
Guide to Umbrella or Excess Liability

Defining the Umbrella Insurance Policy

Umbrella insurance is designed to give one added liability protection above and beyond the limits on homeowners, auto, and watercraft personal insurance policies. *With an umbrella policy, depending on the insurance company, one can add an additional 1-5 million in liability protection.* This protection is designed to “kick-in” when the liability on other current policies has been exhausted.

Umbrella and excess coverage are extensions of home insurance. Banks make people buy home insurance to get mortgages. However, there is no entity that mandates buying a policy that could turn out to be the most important part of an insurance package. An individual should buy enough liability insurance to protect all his or her assets. If this individual owns property and or has investments and savings that are worth more than the liability limits in the policy, one may consider purchasing an excess liability or umbrella policy.

Umbrella or excess liability policies provide extra coverage starting to pay after he or she has used up the liability insurance in the underlying policy. An umbrella policy is not part of a homeowner’s policy as it is purchased separately. In addition to providing a higher dollar amount, an umbrella policy offers broader coverage covering one for libel, slander, and invasion of privacy.

The Umbrella Insurance Policy As Liability Coverage

Liability insurance is the portion of a homeowners or auto policy that pays for expenses such as the injured persons medical bills, rehabilitative therapy, and lost wages due to the negligence of the at fault person. The liability portion of an insurance policy also covers a legal defense representative if the negligence would happen to land the at fault person in the court room.

After adding up all of the medical expenses for the injured and the legal fees of the negligent person, the standard liability in one’s homeowners or auto policy is often not enough. Almost every state has financial responsibility laws that will hold drivers accountable for bodily injury and property damage resulting from car accidents and the “at fault” driver could be sued for the damage. Personal assets from the “at fault driver” could be seized resulting from a lawsuit. Similar laws are also in force for home and watercraft owners.
Umbrella insurance refers to insuring more than one property as opposed to insuring only one. For example, the owner might get a discount for insuring both his house and car rather than insuring them with separate policies because it might cost more. Typically, an umbrella policy is pure liability coverage over and above the coverage afforded by the regular policy, and is sold in increments of one million dollars.

**Guide To The Cost of Umbrella Insurance**

For a small premium (around $200 a year for a $1 million policy), umbrella policies supplement the insurance that a homeowner already has through one's home coverage, adding another layer of protection for personal assets. This may seem like overkill but if someone decides to sue the insured homeowner for an amount higher than the existing policy, his or her whole way of life could be at risk.

A personal liability umbrella insurance policy can give one added liability protection without a large added cost. Additional liability insurance is often inexpensive, especially compared to the added coverage one gains. Furthermore, liability insurance covers one's non-business activities anywhere in the world. Having the added protection of a liability umbrella policy is coverage no one should go without.

The cost of an umbrella policy depends on how much underlying insurance the homeowner has and the kind of risk he or she represents. The greater the underlying liability coverage, the cheaper the policy is. Most companies will require a minimum of $300,000 on a home and a car. The cost of umbrella insurance varies by state and by your location in that state. The cost is different for the same reasons that traditional insurance is different, so whatever factors influence the cost of your traditional auto insurance can be expected to play a part in the cost of your umbrella policy.

*A good range of cost for umbrella insurance is between $200-$300 per year.*

For that small amount of money, the insurance can contribute up to five million dollars of a lawsuit claim, making it well worth the small increase in the cost of premiums.

Umbrella policies are typically inexpensive. An individual may find that a million dollars worth of coverage is a few hundred dollars a year. The reason that an umbrella policy is so inexpensive is because they are not used that often.
However, when one finds himself or herself in a position of being sued for exorbitant sums, an umbrella policy becomes priceless.

**Guide to Coverages of The Umbrella Insurance Policy**

All umbrella liability policies contain an each occurrence limit of insurance. Some umbrella liability policies may have a separate limit that applies to all personal and advertising injuries for one person or for the organization. Also, some policies are written with aggregate limits for only one type of loss. Other policies may have one or more aggregates for all losses. Umbrella policies can be written with several different variations of the aggregate limits. There are no standard umbrella policies.

**Bodily Injury Liability**

Bodily Injury Liability covers the cost of damages to another person’s body. Examples include the cost of medical bills and/or liability claims as a result of:

- injuries to other parties due to a serious auto accident where the insured is at fault,
- harm caused to others as a result of insured’s dog,
- injuries sustained by a guest in the insured’s home due to a fall, or
- injuries sustained by a neighbor's child who falls while playing in the insured's yard.

**Property Damage Liability**

*Property Damage Liability covers the cost of damage or loss to another person’s tangible property*. Examples include the cost associated with:

- damage to vehicles and other property as a result of an auto accident where you are at fault,
- damage claims incurred when your pet rips a friend's priceless oriental rug to shreds, or
- damages to school property accidentally caused by your child.

**Owners of Rental Units**

Owners of Rental Units protects against liability that an individual may face as a landlord. Examples include the cost of liability claims as a result of:

- someone tripping over a crack in the sidewalk of rental property and suing the owner for damages, or
- the tenant's dog biting someone and the insured being held responsible for the injuries.
Coverage is also provided should the homeowner be sued for:

- slander – injurious spoken statement;
- libel – injurious written statement;
- false arrest, detention, or imprisonment;
- malicious prosecution;
- shock/mental anguish;
- other personal liability situations.

Umbrella policies do not typically cover:

- Punitive damages.
- Intentional acts.
- Liability claims related to a personally owned business (business insurance policy needed).

Guide to Provisions of the Umbrella Policy

An umbrella policy is an insurance policy that covers claims that are in excess of the coverage under your homeowner's or automobile coverage. Before purchasing an umbrella policy, an individual will need to have both an automobile policy and a homeowner's policy from the same insurance company. Both of these policies must have the highest liability that the insurance company provides. Once an individual has reached these limits, he or she can purchase an umbrella policy.

Affect of Limits on Homeowner’s Insurance

An umbrella policy takes affect after the limits on a homeowner's insurance policy are reached. The deductible for the umbrella coverage is the limit on any other insurance policy. If the limit on a homeowner's policy is $250,000, then the deductible on the umbrella coverage is $250,000. This leaves uninterrupted coverage from the time the initial deductible is paid until the claim is paid.

Provision of High Deductible

Because of the nature of umbrella insurance, it carries a high deductible, sometimes of more that $200,000. Of course, the individual is not paying that amount out. This is the amount that "you" have to pay before it kicks in. Most companies that sell umbrella insurance will require that the individual has homeowner's insurance that is equal to the deductible. This ensures that the individual does not have to pay any more out-of-pocket than necessary.

Actual Function of The Umbrella Insurance Policy
The term "umbrella" is used because it covers liability claims from all policies underneath it, such as autos and homeowners policies. For example, if you have an auto insurance policy with liability limits of $500,000 and a Homeowners policy with a limit of $300,000, then with a million dollar umbrella, your limits become in effect, $1,500,000 on the auto policy and $1,300,000 on a homeowners liability claim. Umbrella policies are mainly used by those who have sizable unencumbered assets, such as a home with a large amount of equity to ensure that even a catastrophic claim will not allow those assets to be placed at risk.

**Guide to the Benefits of Umbrella Insurance**

*Umbrella insurance protects an individual and a family along with assets in the event that this individual is held personally liable for a claim.* The Personal Umbrella Policy protects an individual from major claims and lawsuits in two ways:

- Provides additional liability coverage above the limits of a homeowners, auto, and boat insurance policies.
- Provides coverage for claims that may be excluded by other liability policies including: false arrest, libel, slander, and liability coverage on rental units owned by the homeowner.

Umbrella policies are so inexpensive that it makes sense for anyone to purchase one. In particular, if an individual has a high risk of exposure such as a swimming pool or motorbikes, or even a teenage driver.

It may seem impossible that you will ever need a million dollars or more in insurance coverage, but, a serious injury on your property, or an automobile accident that involves several people, can quickly reach the limits of your traditional insurance coverage. With a case that goes to a jury trial, all bets are off, awards can be tremendous, and once your traditional policy limit is reached you are responsible personally if you do not have an umbrella policy. Even if the award is more reasonable, an umbrella policy will help pay court costs.
Since the 1960s, federal legislation has primarily targeted flood hazards from an insurance perspective. The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) was created in 1968 to decrease federal expenditures on disaster relief and create disincentives for developing land in flood-prone areas. NFIP requires property owners in flood-risk communities to buy flood insurance. Insurance premiums are then used to compensate victims of flood damage. Additionally, differential premium costs create incentives for developers to adopt newer building standards that reduce potential flood damage.

NFIP insurance rates are set by determining a region's risk of flood. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) uses flood maps to assess the likelihood of regional flooding. Areas that have a 1% annual chance of flooding, a standard known as "the 100-year flood," are designated Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHA) and required to participate in NFIP. For the past several years, flood insurance legislation has targeted updating, modernizing, and digitizing FEMA's flood maps.

**National Flood Insurance Reform Act of 1994**
This act resulted in major changes to the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). The law amended the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973. It provides tools to make the NFIP more effective in achieving its goals of reducing the risk of flood damage to properties and reducing Federal expenditures for uninsured properties that are damaged by a floods.

The 1994 National Flood Insurance Reform Act (the 1994 Reform Act) is part of Title V of the Riegle Community Development and Regulatory Improvement Act of 1994 and amended 42 U.S.C. §4001 et seq. The 1994 Reform Act imposes significant new obligations on lenders and servicers and tightens the requirements on the receipt of disaster assistance.

**Flood Insurance Reform and Modernization Act of 2007**
Representative Barney Frank (D-MA) introduced legislation on March 26, 2007 to expand the breadth of coverage of the National Flood Insurance Program (H.R. 1682). The reform of the 1968 National Flood Insurance Act directs the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) to create an appeal process for those insured by the program as well as a program to update flood maps. The bill also authorizes efforts to make the federal flood program more visible to those eligible
but unaware of its availability. On June 12, 2007, the House Financial Services Subcommittee on Housing and Community Opportunity invited flood experts to discuss the bill's attributes, but no action has been taken since that hearing.

**Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973**
This Act is to expand the national flood insurance program by substantially increasing limits of coverage and total amount of insurance authorized to be outstanding and by requiring known flood-prone communities to participate in the program, and for other purposes.

The Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973, which also amended the 1968 Act, required the purchase of flood insurance by property owners who were located in special flood hazard areas and were being assisted by Federal programs, or by Federally supervised, regulated, or insured agencies or institutions. This act also severely limited Federal financial assistance in the flood hazard areas of communities which did not join the NFIP. It also required lenders to notify borrowers of federal disaster relief unavailability in non-participating communities.

In 1994, the Act went through its first major revision since the inception - the NFIP. Included in this revision were provisions that if a lender escrowed an account for anything and the structure is in the floodplain, then the lender must escrow for flood insurance. Other highlights of the revised legislation included increased flood insurance limits and the elimination of the 1362 buy-out program. However, the legislation did initiate the Hazard Mitigation Fund as part of the flood insurance policy.

This made it possible to cover the cost of elevating a continuously flood damaged home through the insurance policy. Also included in this legislation was the increase from a five-day waiting period to 30 days for a new policy to become effective. It also prohibits the waiver of flood insurance purchase requirements as a condition of receiving federal disaster assistance, and if the flood insurance policy is not maintained, in the event of another disaster, no disaster assistance will be made available for that structure.

**From 1968 until the adoption of the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973, the purchase of flood insurance was voluntary.** Property owners could make their own decisions whether to purchase flood insurance. However, the 1973 Act mandated flood insurance coverage for many properties. For the first time, regulated lending institutions could not make, increase, extend, or renew any
loan secured by improved real estate or located in an SFHA in a participating community unless the secured building and any personal property securing the loan were covered for the life of the loan by flood insurance.

This measure was necessary because, after major flooding disasters, it became evident that relatively few individuals in eligible communities who sustained flood damage had purchased flood insurance. An eligible community is a political subdivision with the authority to enact regulations in identified SFHAs. Although nearly all the eligible communities are now in the Program, fewer than 25% of the eligible buildings are actually covered by flood insurance policies.
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